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STATE TEACHERS

COLLEGE

HARR1SONBURG, VIRGINIA

SUMMER SESSION, 1938
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

First Term, June 13-July 22
(Students register Monday, June 13)
Second Term, July 23-August 26
(Students register Friday, July 22)

Students may enter at the beginning of either term of the Summer
Quarter. Attendance during three full quarters, whether consecutive or not,
will be considered as one school year, and so credited for the diploma and
certificates offered by the College, provided work of appropriate character
is done. Students entering for second term only register on Friday, July 22.

BULLETIN OF INFORMATION
Published by the State Teachers College, at Harrisonburg, Virginia,
four times per year in the months of February, March, April and May.
Entered as second-class matter November 7, 1934, at the Post Office at
Harrisonburg, Va., under the Act of August 24, 1912.

NEW CURRICULA SET UP BY THE STATE BOARD
OF EDUCATION
At a regular meeting of the State Board of Education on
January 18, 1938, minimum requirements in session hours were
set up for the different degrees with the exception of home
economics (Curriculum V) which was not changed.
Bachelor of Science Degree in Elementary Education
English 9; Psychology 3; General Mathematics, with emphasis
on Advanced Arithmetic 2; Art 3; Music 3; Physical and Health
Education 4; History and Social Science 9; Science 6; Home
Economics 3; Elementary Education 3; Directed Teaching 3;
History and Philosophy of Education 3.
Bachelor of Science Degree in Secondary Education
English 6; Psychology 3-; Fine Arts (music or art) 3; Physical and Health Education 3; History and Social Science 9;
Science 6; Secondary Education 3; Directed Teaching 3; Philosophy and History of Education 3.
Bachelor of Science Degree
English 6; Psychology 3; Mathematics 3; Fine Arts (music
or art) 3; Physical and Health Education 3; History and Social
Science 9; Science 9.
Bachelor of Arts Degree in Secondary Education
English 6; Foreign Language 6; Mathematics (or additional
foreign language) 3; Psychology 3; Fine Arts (music or art) 3;
Physical and Health Education 3; History and Social Science 9;
Science 3; Secondary Education 3; Directed Teaching 3; History
and Philosophy of Education 3.
Bachelor of Arts Degree
English 6; Foreign Language (in a single language) 6; Psychology 3; Philosophy 3; Mathematics (or additional foreign
language) 3; Fine Arts (music or art) 3; Physical and Health
Education 3; History and Social Science 9; Science 6.
Commercial Education
1 he State Board of Education has also authorized the Harrispnburg State Teachers College to develop courses in commerce.
Shorthand and typewriting arc being offered this summer and
an enlarged program will be offered in the winter session of
1938-1939.

SPECIAL FEATURES OF SUMMER QUARTER
A Summer in the Mountains
Beautiful Shenandoah Valley
Delightful Mountain Climate
Elevation 1300 Feet
Cool Nights
Complete Programs for Juniors and Seniors in
Elementary Teaching and Supervision
Speech Education, Dramatics, Play Production
Reading—Clinic and Symposium
Demonstration Mechanical Appliances
Special Lectures and Conferences
Added Courses in Reading
Exhibit of Books and Materials
Enlarged Program in Home Economics
Courses in Typewriting and Shorthand
Recreational Facilities
Summer Camp on Shenandoah River
Outdoor and Indoor Swimming Pools
Nine-hole Golf Course
Two Gymnasiums, Tennis Courts, Athletic Fields
Entertainment and Excursions
Outstanding Lectures on Pertinent Contemporary Problems
Course of Artists, Including Music and Dramatic Numbers
Excursions to Mountains, Caverns, Historical Points
Massanetta Springs Bible Conference
Special Educational Provisions
All Courses on Term (Six Weeks) Basis
Training School Entire Quarter
Observation Classes on Campus
Both Men and Women Admitted
Living Accommodations
Ample Dormitories for All Women
Provision for Men in Private Homes
Special Regulations for Mature Students
Single Rooms at Additional Cost
Senior and Junior Halls Open to Students

OPPORTUNITIES AFFORDED BY THE
SUMMER SESSION
The Collegiate Professional Certificate Based on the B. S.
or A. B. Degree
This is the highest certificate given by the State Board of
Education and for the last ten years the teachers colleges have
prepared the great majority of people earning this certificate. The
summer school is composed largely of students who are now pursuing courses leading to this certificate.
The State Board of Education has recently announced the
gradual elimination of curricula leading to the Normal Professional certificate and new teachers who enter the profession in
1942 and later will be required to earn the Collegiate Professional
certificate or have at least four years of college education. Teachers now at work in the field are finding that in many school divisions in Virginia standards are being increased so rapidly that
obtaining this higher certificate is often the only means to real
security in their profession. Curricula outlined in a later part of
the catalog prepare teachers for this goal in the elementary and
secondary fields, and also in home economics teaching. This
college has found that at the present time there is a genuine
shortage in the number of holders of the Collegiate Professional
certificate who want to teach in the elementary grades and in
home economics.
The Normal Professional Certificate
With only five years remaining for the completion of this
certificate, the State Board of Education has provided that Virginia teachers with five years of experience, holding an Elementary
certificate, and having a good teaching record, may obtain this
certificate by a proper choice of courses without doing supervised
teaching. Those with less experience and others who wish to
do so may secure supervised teaching and also the Normal
diploma given by the college for the completion of two-year
elementary curricula. Completion of this certificate will mean
increased salary and improved teaching opportunity and should
be provided for at the earliest possible opportunity.
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Special Preparation in Home Economics
As this institution is one of two set aside in the State for the
preparation of teachers under the regulations of the Federal
Board for Vocational Education, the summer program has
been planned to enable teachers to supplement or continue preparation in this field. Other workers requiring a home economics
background such as dietitians, institutional managers, commercial
and home demonstration agents, will find excellent opportunities
in the summer quarter for advancement of their preparation.
Additional College Credits
Students at other colleges, including liberal arts colleges, have
found in the past through the wide range of courses offered here
a fine opportunity to make up deficiencies and secure advanced
credit toward degrees and diplomas. As the student body at this
institution has become more and more of junior and senior level,
the offerings are much improved each year for such students as
well as for students of the Harrisonburg winter session. Since
the summer school is a regular and vital part of the school year,
such students may save time in the completion of the work for a
degree.
The Renewal of Certificates
The most satisfactory of the various methods of certificate
renewal is the completion of three courses in a six weeks' summer
term. With a little care in selection of these courses they can
also be applied on a diploma or a higher certificate.
Broadening One's General Education and Professional
Equipment
Both through the courses offered, through the library and
laboratory facilities, and through the special lectures and lyceum
numbers, teachers and other professional workers will find in the
summer quarter both the atmosphere and the opportunity for real
cultural development. Auditors and observers not seeking credit
will have all other fees but board reduced to one-half the usual
rate. Many teachers find this an opportunity for real physical
and mental renewal at a very inexpensive rate.
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Planning Your Program of Study
Correspondence with the dean of the college, with heads of
departments, or with members of the faculty and administrative
staff, will enable prospective students to secure additional information about curricula, and the nature of courses offered in different departments, and to develop a specific plan for graduation.
If prospective students have credits from other higher institutions,
it is best to ask the proper person in such schools to send the
credits to the dean of this college for evaluation at an early date.

THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Hon. E. Lee Trinkle, President
Roanoke
Judge Rose MacDonald
Berryville
Hon. Virginius R. Shackelford
Orange
Supt. Joseph H. Saunders
Newport News
Mr. J. Gordon Bohannan
Petersburg
Major Robert W. Daniel
Brandon
Supt. Blake T. Newton
Hague
Dr. Sidney B. Hall
Richmond
{State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Secretary)

OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
(FOR THE SUMMER QUARTER)
Samuel P. Duke, A.M., LL.D
President
Walter J. Gifford, Ph.D
Dean 0f College
Henry A. Converse, Ph.D.
.....Registrar
Annie B. Cook, M.A—
Dean of Women
Howard K. Gibbons. B.L
Business Manager
Clara G. Turner, A.M
Dietitian; Director of the Dining Hall
Rachel F. Weems, M.D
School Physician
Pearl O'Neal, B.A
....Librarian
Ferne Hoover, M.A
Assistant Librarian
Mary R. Waples, R.N
School Nurse
Williette E. Hopkins
Director of Dormitories
Georgia Shrum, A.M
Assistant Dietitian
E. F. Long
Superintendent of Buildings and Groimds
Alma L. Reiter
Secretary to the President
Bess T. Hamaker
Assistant to the Business Manager
Helen Sharpes
Assistant to the Business Manager
Virginia Wayland....
Secretary to the Dean
Laura Funkhouser
Secretary to the Registrar
Lena Ralston—
Postmistress and Clerk
Dorris Heatwole
Assistant Secretary to the President
Charlotte Allen
Secretary to Education Dept.

FACULTY
(For the Summer Quarter)
SAMUEL P. DUKE, A.B., A.M., LL.D
A
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PAUL HOUNCHELL, B.A., M.A., Ph.D
Professor of Education
B.A., Georgetown College; M.A., Ph.D., George Peabody College for Teachers.
CHARLES H. HUFFMAN, A.B., A.M., Ph.D
Professor of English
A.B., Bridgewater College; A.M., Clark University; Ph.D., University of Virginia.
ALTHEA L. JOHNSTON, A.B., A.M
Associate Professor of
Health Education
A. B., Carroll College; student, Hanover College and Teachers College; A.M.,
Columbia University.
CONRAD TRAVIS LOGAN, A.B., A.M
Professor of English
A.B., Randolph-Macon College; A.M., Columbia University; graduate student,
Teachers College, Columbia University.
MONA L. LYON, A.B., M.A
Instructor in Writing
A.B., State Teachers College, Peru, Nebraska; M.A,, George Peabody College for
Teachers.
JOHN N. McILWRAITH, B.S., M.A Prof, of Hist, and Soc. Science
B.S., M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University; graduate. State Normal
School, Bridgewater, Mass.; student, Harvard University,
PEARL O'NEAL, B.A
Librarian; Instructor in Library Methods
B.A., University of Richmond; B.A. in Library Science, Emory University.
GRACE M. PALMER, A.B., Ph.B., A.M
Assoc. Prof, of Fine Arts
A.B., Kansas State Normal School; Ph.B., University of Chicago; A.M., Teachers
College, Columbia University.
RUTH L. PHILLIPS, A.B., A.M., Ph.D
Professor of Biology
A.B., A.M., Ph.D., Syracuse University; student and research worker, Marine
Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass.; graduate student, University of
Cincinnati and University of Pennsylvania Medical School.
HOWELL GRADY PICKETT, B.S., M.S., Ph.D
Prof, of Chemistry
B.S., M.S., Ph.D., University of North Carolina.
M. A. PITTMAN, B.S., M.S., Ph.D
Prof, of Physics
B.S., The Citadel; M.S., University of South Carolina; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins
University.
JULIA ROBERTSON, B.S., M.A
Assoc. Prof, of Home Economics
B.S.,^ George Peabody College for Teachers; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia
University.
DOROTHY L. SAVAGE, B.S., M.A Asst. Prof, of Physical Education
B.S., M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University.
MARY LOUISE SEEGER, B.S., A.M
Assoc. Prof, of Education
Diploma, Kindergarten Training School, Indianapolis, Indiana; diploma, Kindergarten Supervision, Teachers College, Columbia University; B.S,, M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University.
EDNA T. SHAEFFER
Instructor in Music
Student, New England Conservatory of Music and Teachers College, Columbia
University.
CLYDE P. SHORTS, A.B., A.M
Associate Professor of Education
Graduate, Edinboro State Normal, Edinboro, Pa.; A.B., University of Pittsburgh;
student, Pittsburgh School of Childhood, and University of Wisconsin; A.M.,
Teachers College, Columbia University.
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GEORGIA SHRUM, B.S., M.A
Assistant Dietitian
B.S., Queens-Chicora College; M.A., Teachers College, Columbia University,
I). L. STANLEY, A.B., A.M
Asst. Prof, of Education
A.B„ Franklin and Marshall College; A.M., University of Virginia.
ARGUS TRESIDDER, A.B., M.A., Ph.D
Professor of English
A.B., M.A., Ph.D., Cornell University.
CLARA G. TURNER, B.S., A.M
Assoc. Prof, of Home Economics
B

CoIl4eMSacWinerNCOBeS:e' CoIumbia University; graduate, Mt. Allison Ladies'
RACHEL F. WEEMS, M.D
Professor of Health Education
M.D., Medical College of Virginia; graduate, State Teachers College, Harrisonburg, student, Westhampton College, University of Virginia, Johns Hopkins
University, and the Mental Hygiene Clinic at the University of Maryland.
MYRTLE L. WILSON, B.S., A.M.
Associate Professor of Home Economics
686 COlU,nbia University
NoVmli'^Cdle^rYpsilant" '
i
Michigan State

TRAINING SCHOOL FACULTY
The Training School will be operated both terms.
KATHERINE M. ANTHONY, B.S.. M.A

Director of Training

HOUNCHELL, B.A., M.A., Ph.D Assistant Director of Training
MARIE E. ALEXANDER, B.S., M.A.
B.S., M.A., George Peabody College for Teachers.
LUCIBEL CROOKSHANK, B.S., M.A.
Teachers College, Johnson City, Tenn.; M.A., George Peabody College for
GLADYS GOODMAN, B.S., M.A.
B.S., State Teachers College, Harrisonburg; M.A., George Peabody College.
LAVADA RATLIFF, A.B., M.A.
A.B., M.A.. Colorado State Teachers College.
VIOLETTA DAVIS RYAN, B.S., M.A.
B

'University.'reaCberS CoIlege' Harrisonburg; M.A,, Teachers College, Columbia
ETHEL SPILMAN, A.B.
A

Sum^erSbSyrhlai^^eeg|ofu0trh.WOmen: StUdent'
°f North Carolina and
RUTH THOMPSON, A.B, M.A.
A.B, Shorter College, Rome, Ga.; M.A, George Peabody College for Teachers.
NELLIE L, WALKER. Ph.B, M.A.
Ph.B, University of Chicago; M.A, Teachers College, Columbia University.
EVELYN WATKINS, A.B, M.A.
A.B, Mississippi State College for Women; M.A, Columbia University.

GENERAL INFORMATION
THE SUMMER SESSION
and
THE NEW STATE CURRICULUM
Virginia teachers have been greatly challenged for some years
with planning and installing a new curriculum in the elementary
and secondary schools. These phases have been most interesting
and stimulating. At present, success in this undertaking depends
upon teachers in every school who can build by sound teaching
upon the beginnings already made.
Harrisonburg has been closely identified with the new curriculum development from the beginning and is now ready to enter
upon the urgent phases of interpretation, evaluation, and sound
teaching. Success now depends most of all upon adequately
educated teachers, both in the main lines of scholarly attainment
and in the practical phases of classroom procedure. This bulletin
presents a balanced offering of scholarly and professional opportunities designed to help active teachers meet their responsibilities.
The college will endeavor by all the means at its command
in the Summer Quarter to prepare teachers for intelligent use of
this curriculum. Especially will it strive for a happy, sane
achievement of the best in the new teaching without undue sacrifice of values established by long educational practice.
Summer School Emphasis
The summer school at Harrisonburg emphasizes a number of
features which should benefit teachers now working in elementary
and secondary schools who want to become fully qualified for
their work.
1. General Preparation in College Courses. Requirements
for the college degree now call for above eighty per cent of
academic work. A full line of college courses in subject fields is
a main part of the summer offering. Many teachers should give
most attention to subjects which lead to college graduation.
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2. Strong Faculty, Regular and Visiting. Nearly all
courses are taught by regular members of the staff. Two people
have been added to the professional group by reason of extended
success in practical school situations.
3. Training Schools for Demonstration and Student
Teaching. Full opportunities for college students to observe
individually or in class groups are provided. Those who are
ready to do student teaching will be cared for.
The campus school will be operated all summer. During the
first term it will include three groups of children of different
elementary school levels. During the second term, it will include
two groups of elementary children and one of secondary. The
Main Street Training School will also be open during the first
term with three groups of elementary children and one of secondary. In every case the teacher in charge is a regular member
of the winter laboratory school staff and experienced in working
with the new curriculum.
4. Special Laboratory in Reading. A special course featuring organization and equipment has been arranged. Reading
will be emphasized in all the training school classes as a main
phase of school work.
The college feels that Virginia teachers are aware: (1) of the
important part reading plays in child development, (2) that the
new curriculum demands of every teacher increased skill in the
teaching of reading, and (3) that there is definitely something
new to be had in the field this year. Therefore, it is making a
special effort in the summer of 1938 to offer teachers practical
help in the entire problem of reading in the elementary school.
Some of the opportunities to be provided are listed below:
I. Exhibits and Demonstrations
A. An exhibit of books for children
1. New basal readers, manuals, and supplementary materials
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2. Supplementary readers and reference materials, particularly those listed in the 1937 edition of the
Tentative Course of Study for Virginia Elementary
Schools
3. Children's literature, prose and poetry
B. An exhibit of standardized tests in reading
C. A demonstration of the new mechanical devices for
studying eye behavior
D. Emphasis on reading activities in all Training School
groups
XL Open Forum Discussions
A.

Talks on how to choose books for children by the
college librarians

B. A round table on reading by four or five leading Virginia Supervisors
C. A speech by a national leader in reading
III. College Courses Bearing Directly on Reading (See department write-ups for particulars)
A. Education 323, Elementary Education
B. Education 490, New Developments in the Teaching of
Reading
C. English, 230, Oral Interpretation
D. English 250, Children's Literature
E. Library Science 351, Book Selection for School Libraries
5. Evaluation and Philosophy of Education. Teachers of
Virginia need to take stock of their situation and determine the
next steps they can take. Some courses will give major emphasis
to this phase and others will touch upon it as there is opportunity.
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6. Program of Lectures and Conferences. As for the
past two summers, the college will present a series of lectures
open to all students. Speakers will include Virginia supervisors,
superintendents, and college teachers who have participated in
curriculum revision, and other leaders from the fields of education,
social science, and science. All speakers will be available for consultation by the students in the laboratory curriculum courses. A
special bulletin announcing this program will be sent upon request.
7. New Emphasis on Music. Interest in public school
music is being quickened by the vigorous leadership of Dr. Luther
A. Richman, the new State Supervisor of Music, who will conduct
a conference on music at the college during the week of the Massanetta Music Festival. Dr. Richman's advice has been followed
in the reorganization of the music courses at the college.
Status of the Summer Quarter
All of the work of the summer quarter is of collegiate grade.
Full credit, except to special students, is given toward all certificates, diplomas, and degrees offered during the winter session for
all work completed during the summer quarter.
The College is a full member of the Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools of the Southern States and is a Class A
member also of the American Association of Teachers Colleges.
This means that the graduates of the College receive full credit
and value for their work in appropriate courses in the standard
universities and colleges of America.
Admission Requirements*
To be admitted unconditionally to the summer quarter, the
applicant must be a graduate of an accredited high school or
secondary school or else be an experienced teacher holding a first
grade certificate or a certificate of higher rank. Teachers twenty
years of age or older who do not meet these requirements may be
admitted as special students without college credit until the usual
^Further details of admission of students are given under "Admission and Classification."
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entrance requirements are met. High school graduates must be
recommended by their principals for admission to College.
Auditors or Observers Without College Credit and at
Reduced Cost
Many teachers fatigued from a strenuous year of teaching
without the urgent need of college or certificate credit may like to
attend the summer session, observe in various classes, attend a
special series of lectures, take excursions and field trips, and yet
not be subject to the regular requirements of class attendance and
preparation.
Inasmuch as the college has ample accommodations for a
larger student body than usually attends the summer quarter, it
will admit such teachers this summer at regular rates for board
but with other fees reduced to one-half the usual rate.
Very thorough provision with a definite scheme of guidance
will be made for teachers, under this plan, to recuperate their
physical strength in the invigorating mountain climate of the
Valley and, at the same time, to renew their enthusiasm for and
grasp of the newer and better ideals in teaching.
Location—Environment
Harrisonburg is a delightful little city of 8,500 people, situated near the center of the beautiful Shenandoah Valley, midway between the Alleghany Mountains and the Blue Ridge. The
colorings and outlines of the mountains form an attractive and
inspiring background for the college. The elevation of 1300 feet
insures an invigorating atmosphere and cool nights that can seldom be spent without the use of blankets. Splendid soft freestone water is supplied to the college by the city from its watershed in the Shenandoah Mountains fifteen miles away. Malaria
is unknown in this section.
Mountain Climate and Scenery
The presence in the Valley of a number of caverns, the Shenandoah National Park, the Skyline Drive, the George Washington
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National Forest, the Natural Bridge, and a great variety of alluring mountain scenery, is making of this section of Virginia one of
the great playgrounds of America for the vacation-seeker and
tourist.
Buildings and Grounds
The college campus consists of 60 acres facing on the famous
Valley Pike, the Main Street of the City of Harrisonburg.
The college plant is striking in appearance and represents a
total value of approximately $1,900,000. The college group consists of sixteen buildings, fourteen of them being constructed of
native blue limestone with red tiled roofs. The infirmary and one
small dormitory are converted residences. The college plant
embraces an administration building, Wilson Hall; a service
building, Harrison Hall; a science building, Maury Hall; the
health education building, Walter Reed Hall; a student activities
building, Alumnae Hall; an infirmary, Cleveland Cottage; the
President's residence, Hillcrest; a practice house for home economics ; and eight dormitories or residence halls—Jackson, Ashby,
Spotswood, Sheldon, Johnston, Senior Hall, Junior Hall, and
Carter House. The equipment includes two gymnasiums and two
swimming pools—one indoor, one outdoor.
Library and Laboratories
The library is well equipped with more than 20,000 volumes of
live, usable material and the most modern type of steel library
furniture. A separate reading room is well equipped with furniture and a comprehensive list of newspapers and periodicals
applying to all phases of college work and student life.
Ample laboratory facilities are available for practical work in
biology, sewing, cooking, home serving, chemistry, physics, and
fine and industrial arts. The kitchen, dining halls, and the college
tea room are used as laboratory material in institutional management.
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The Laboratory Schools
The campus laboratory school will be operated both terms of
the summer school. During the first term the campus school will
include three groups of elementary school children. During the
second term it will include two groups of elementary children and
one of secondary. The Main Street school will also be open for
the first term. All groups, whether on campus or at Main Street,
will be of sufficient size to represent normal public school conditions. 1 he supervisors are all members of the winter laboratory
schools' staff. They have all had very definite experience in working with the new curriculum. Each supervisor will teach each
day so that summer school students will have ample opportunity
to observe skilled efforts in the newer and better teaching.
These laboratory facilities will provide:
I. Observation and participation in the campus laboratory
school. In addition to class observations students may arrange
supplementary individual observations. Teachers not regularly
enrolled as students may secure observation privileges upon payment of a $5.00 fee for a week or $7.50 per term. This fee also
gives such teachers the right to attend the two conferences held
each week by the supervisors in the campus school.
II. Observation and participation at the Main Street laboratory school. Students may secure credit for regular observation
and participation with parallel conferences (See Education 395,
Laboratory Work in the Elementary Curriculum).
The college will provide transportation arrangements to the
Main Street School at a minimum cost per trip so that the observations will not take undue time. Students who prefer may make
schedules which permit walking.
III. Student teaching in both the campus and Main Street
schools.
Student Teaching for Transfers from Other Colleges
During the summer of 1938 there will probably be an opportunity for a few students from other colleges to take supervised
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teaching. These students must include in the prerequisites for
supervised teaching recent work in elementary or secondary education, according to the grade level at which the student will teach.
Unless this recent work includes actual participation in classroom
activities, the student must do such work either before or parallel
with the supervised teaching. Three plans are open to such
students.
a. Take Ed. 395 parallel with Ed. 420, Supervised Teaching,
during the first term. This gives 6 quarter hours credit in
Supervised Teaching and 3 quarter hours in Ed. 395.
b. Take Ed. 395, or 322, or 323, or 332, or 333 during the first
term and Ed. 425 during the second term. The credit is the same
as above.
c. Take Ed. 395 and Ed. 425 during the second term.
Students not in residence during first term who want 6
credits for Ed. 425 must report July 18 instead of
July 25.
Students electing Ed. 420 or 425 during their first term of
residence at Harrisonburg will be asked to furnish a statement
concerning suitable personality for teaching from a responsible
person in their college or school system.
Since only a few places are available, those interested should
communicate with Mr. Paul Hounchell, Assistant Director of
Training, as early as possible.
Training in Speech and Dramatics
Because of the constant demand for training in public speaking and in play production in the summer session, such courses
have been added to the summer's offerings. Teachers who themselves direct high school dramatics will find the class in play
production (Eng. 314) of great practical value. Opportunities
will be offered summer school students also to participate in the
presentation of a full-length play.
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Commercial Subjects
Courses in typewriting and stenography will be given for those
students who wish such instruction for commercial purposes or
simply as assistance in the performance of their usual duties as
teachers.
Opportunities for Recreation
The policy of the college at all times is to offer ample opportunities to its students for enjoyable and healthful recreation.
This is especially true in the summer when many teachers need
recreation, perhaps as much as they need instruction. The college
is equipped with a large athletic field, tennis and volley ball courts,
two gymnasiums, and two swimming pools. These make possible
an inclusive and comprehensive program of general physical
education for the entire student body.
The college has on its campus a regular nine-hole golf course,
open to students and faculty members, and near the college are
two golf clubs, the Spotswood and the Massanutten, which are
available to faculty members and students. There are also excellent courses at Staunton and New Market.
Every week one or more excursions will be organized to visit
such places as the beautiful caverns of the Valley, the Shenandoah
National Park and the Skyline Drive, the Natural Bridge, the
Natural Chimneys, or to take hikes to the tops of some of the
nearby mountain peaks. Excursions are also made to places of
civic and historic interest, such as Charlottesville, Washington,
Lexington, and Williamsburg.
Sound Pictures
1 he College has the most improved type of sound picture
equipment, and will give sound pictures of both educational and
popular type during the summer quarter. The cost is provided
for in the regular fee.
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Pipe Organ

A four-manual pipe organ has recently been installed in the
auditorium and will be available for instructional, concert, and
chapel uses.
Lyceum Course
During the coming summer the college will provide for the
students a series of lectures and entertainments. When these
features are combined with the student activities it will be seen
that the program of recreation should provide that spirit of happiness and congeniality that is essential to the most successful
work.
Week-End Camp on Shenandoah River
A distinct feature of the summer quarter at Harrisonburg is
the use of the College Camp on the Shenandoah River. A farm
on the river above Port Republic has been purchased and converted into a camp where students in large groups may go to
spend a few days in recreation, physical education, and the study
of botany and other natural sciences. This camp will be open to
summer students.
Living Accommodations
Owing to the recent construction of additional dormitories, the
college is able to supply ample dormitory and dining room accommodations to all of its students without crowding. All students
will be able to secure dormitory rooms with only two occupants
and there will be a number of rooms, at a small additional cost,
for one occupant only. Boarding students who do not live at home
or with near relatives must live on the campus. Students will not
be admitted to the college unless their living arrangements are
approved by the President or the Dean of Women of the College.
Accommodations for Men
The college will be able to furnish dining room accommodations for men as well as women. The same rates will apply to
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Men must secure rooms, however, in pri-

Dining Hall and Tea Room
Ihe college is splendidly equipped with modern kitchen equipment and two beautiful dining halls that will accommodate 750
students at one time. Meals are scientifically planned and prepared under the direction of a trained dietitian. The college tea
room will furnish lunch for day students who wish such provision.
Expenses
All fees are payable in advance.
refunded for any cause.

No fees, except board, are

First Term
College fees for Virginia students
Room, board and laundry
Total

Second Term
College fees for Virginia students
Room, board and laundry

$15.00
37.50
$52.50

$15.00
32.50
.$47.50

All students from other states are charged $10.00 more per
term, or $20.00 more per quarter tuition than the above schedule
of expenses.
If any student wishes to room alone she may secure such
accommodation by paying $5.00 additional per term.
Medical attention is provided only for boarding students.
All financial accounts must be settled before the award of any
diploma or certificate credit.
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Refund of Fees

A student withdrawing within five days after registering shall
have her fees refunded in full except the sum of $5.00 to cover
cost of registration and her name shall be stricken from the rolls.
If she withdraw or is dropped from the rolls for any cause
after the tenth day of the term and before the middle thereof,
her fees shall be returned pro rata.
If she withdraw or be dropped from the rolls for any cause
after the middle of any term no refund shall be made for that
term except in case of sickness, when the refund shall be prorated
upon certificate of the college physician or other reputable medical
practitioner.
In any case a minimum charge of $5.00 shall be made to cover
the cost of registration.
A student withdrawing from college before the end of a term
will be charged board for the time actually in residence at the
monthly, weekly, or daily rate of pay as the case may be.
Student Activities
As far as possible the student activities of the winter session
are carried over into the summer quarter in order to develop the
loyalty and school spirit that is so characteristic of the students
of the college. A student government and honor system is developed to take care of the major problems of student discipline, the
weekly newspaper is printed throughout the summer, the choral
club, swimming, basketball, baseball, and volley ball teams are
organized, class organizations are formed, and tennis contests,
field events, golfing, and swimming contests are held. The local
chapter of the national scholarship society, Kappa Delta Pi, also
functions regularly in the summer quarter. Every student is
urged to take part in some extra-curricular activity.
Regulations of Social Life
Every effort is made to make student life in the summer
quarter enjoyable as well as profitable. Entertainments, recep-
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tions, excursions, and like social activities are encouraged, and a
happy and congenial group spirit is developed.
In regard to social conduct, every student is required to conform strictly and sympathetically to the regulations of the student
government association and the school authorities.
All students are required, at all times, to secure the approval
of the Dean of Women for engagements with young men, for
automobile riding, for spending the night away from their rooms,
for leaving the campus after dinner, and leaving the city at any
time.
Advanced and Mature Students
Advanced and mature students are granted, by the Faculty of
the College, special privileges which allow greater freedom in such
matters, and are placed as far as practicable in separate dormitories.
Classes in Morning Only
The College arranges its class schedule so that classes are
completed during the morning session which extends to 1:00
P. M. This morning schedule means that a teacher has practically
one-half of each day in which to get into the open air and take
trips to nearby caverns and points of historical interest, thus renewing his physical strength as he improves his professional
equipment. This spare time is utilized by many teachers at the
College Camp on the Shenandoah River.
Junior and Senior Halls P. W. A. Notice
Notice is hereby given to all students of the State Teachers
College at Harrisonburg that the college officials reserve the right
to assign students to rooms in Senior Hall and Junior Hall in
pieference to rooms in other dormitories or living quarters. The
purpose of the reservation of this right and its exercise is to
assure maximum occupancy of such designated dormitories until
the debt incurred in connection with their construction has been
liquidated. The cost for rooming accommmodations in these dormitories is the same as in other dormitories on the campus.
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Scheme of Registration

Registration will begin at 10 A. M. in the faculty room on
Monday, June 13, for the first term. Complete schedule of registration hours is as follows:
10 A. M. to Noon; 1:30 P. M. to 4:30 P. M.; 7:30 P. M. to
9:30 P. M.
General Assembly of the College
A general assembly of the student body and faculty is held
on each Wednesday afternoon at 2 P. M. and students and faculty
members are required to attend this assembly.
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ADMISSION, CLASSIFICATION, AND
GRADUATION

Admission Requirements
Students are admitted to the State Teachers College at Harrisonburg as regular freshman students:
1. Upon the presentation of a certificate of graduation from
a public high school or private secondary school accredited by the
Virginia State Department of Education or, in the case of out-ofstate students, by the accepted accrediting agency of the state of
residence,* or,
2. Upon the satisfactory completion of college entrance examinations given either by the college, or by the Department of
Public Instruction of Virginia, or by the College Entrance Examination Board. Students wishing to take entrance examinations at the college should arrange for these examinations with
the Dean of the College several weeks before the opening of
school.
3. Candidates for the Bachelor of Arts degree should offer
the following: English, three units; mathematics, two units including plane geometry; Latin, two units; modern language, two
units; history, one unit; and science, one unit. The requirements
in Latin and modern language may be made up partially by taking
courses in those fields in college.
4. Candidates for the Bachelor of Science degree will be entered according to 1 above. For the requirements of Curricula
III, IV, and V leading to the Bachelor of Science degree, see descriptions of those curricula.
Experienced teachers, who cannot meet the usual entrance
requirements of the college, may be admitted to the curricula leading to the normal professional certificate and diploma, or to the
Bachelor of Science degree in elementary education and the
collegiate professional certificate, provided such teachers hold an
* Standardizing agencies do not favor accepting more than four vocational units for
admission to college.
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elementary certificate or have completed the first year of the elementary curriculum in a standard teachers college; secondly, provided, in completing the first year of college work, they shall have
secured grades upon their work as high or higher than the
median grade of the college; third, provided they have taught
successfully for five years or longer; fourth, provided they take
a standard psychological examination and make an average rating.
No college credit will be offered for work done in secondary
schools. The college also offers no courses of high school grade.
Application for Admission
A blank for filing an application for admission to the State
Teachers College at Harrisonburg is contained within the back
cover sheet of this catalog. Prospective applicants are urged
to send in this application at an early date. No deposit fee is
required for registration in this way.
Advanced Standing
For all work done in the other State Teachers Colleges and in
other recognized higher institutions, credit is given in such courses
as are a fair equivalent of the courses in the curriculum which is
chosen. Students transferring from other institutions must present an honorable dismissal and must satisfy the entrance requirements of this college.
Not more than 25% of the work toward any degree or diploma
may be done through extension and correspondence courses, taken
in fully accredited departments in accredited institutions. The
college reserves the right to reject such credits as do not match
the curriculum which the student is completing. It is the best
plan to ascertain in advance the suitability of these credits by
correspondence with the dean of the college.
Any student wishing to transfer credits from another college
should ask the registrar or dean of his college to send a full statement of his credits to the dean of this college several weeks in
advance of the opening of the session. Former students of this
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institution and other students, whose courses have been interrupted for any considerable period of time, will conform to the
requirements of the latest catalog, except as herein noted. Students completing the four-year curricula in prepartion for the
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree are required to
earn 192 quarter hours of credit.
Minimum Residence Requirement
To receive any diploma or degree from the college a student
must complete at least one year or three quarters of work in residence, during which time he shall carry a normal load, or not less
than 48 quarter hours. A student must be in residence when completing the last quarter's work toward a degree or diploma.
Registration and Classification
All students must have their schedules of classes approved by
some member of the Schedule Committee, or by the dean of the
college. No classes may then he dropped from this schedule, no
additions may be made to this schedule, and no transfers may be
made to other sections unless these changes are approved by the
dean of the college, or some designated committee.
Selection of Work
The college makes a sincere effort to guide each student in the
choice of his work. Students may sometimes be allowed the privilege of transfer from one curriculum to another although there is
likely to be some loss of time and credit thereby. Correspondence
with the dean of the college relative to the choice of studies will
receive careful attention and, in many cases, schedules can be
practically completed before entrance.
Students will need to note that all courses are six weeks in
length, and those coming but one term should arrange to come
during the term in which courses best meet their needs.
The right is reserved to add to, or to take from, any student's
program of work at any time during the year in case this seems
advisable to the faculty for the good of the student.
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Students will take courses whose catalog numbers indicate that
they are planned for students not more than one year removed
from them in classification, except as permission is secured of the
dean of the college and the head of the department involved.
Courses 100-199 are intended for freshmen; 200-299, for sophomores; 300-499, for juniors and seniors.
The college reserves the right not to organize any class, even
though announced, should there be less than five applicants for
such a course.
Student Load
In all curricula the normal load per quarter in the winter
session is 16 quarter hours credit. However, in the summer session, the typical load is 9 to 10 credits per term, or 18 to 20 credits
per quarter.
Extra classes in excess of 20 quarter hours for the whole
quarter may not be added without the approval of the classification committee. A student making low averages in former work
should not carry the typical credit load of 18 quarter hours unless
he is repeating courses for the purpose of securing quality points.
Record of Students
The college keeps an accurate and complete record of every
student's work and sends a statement to the student as soon as
possible after the work is completed. Absence or late entrance
can only be accounted for by extra work. To be awarded any
certificate or diploma, a student must have a satisfactory record
not only as to workmanship in his studies, but also as to personal
conduct and as to faithfulness in the performance of all college
duties. All financial accounts must be settled before the award of
any diploma or certificate credit.
On quarterly or term reports, grades will be recorded in letters (A, B, C, D, E, F) and no numerical marks will be published.
In students' reports, A is considered excellent; B, good; C, fair;
D, passable. A student receiving E on any study is conditioned in
that study and is allowed to take another examination or make up
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the work in a way that is satisfactory to his instructor. If such a
student be conditioned on more than forty per cent of his full
program, he is required to remove conditions by another quarter
of work. Examinations to remove conditions are to be taken the
next quarter or term in residence, but an examination for a single
condition which withholds a certificate to teach may, by special
permission, be taken under the supervision of the superintendent
of the division in which the teacher may be teaching. A mark of
F signifies failure and the entire work of the quarter or term in
this study must he repeated if credit is desired.
The following marks are also used when necessary: X, if a
student is absent from examination; I, if a student's work is
incomplete, due to illness or excused absence; and W, if a student
has been permitted by the administration to withdraw from class.
The college will send to the State Board of Education, upon
the completion of a term or quarter, the credits of all students
who have made known their desire to secure certificates or to renew certificates. All certificates are issued and renewed by the
State Board of Education and any students who fail to get their
certificates, or find apparent errors therein, should communicate
with the Director of Higher Education, State Board of Education, Richmond, Va.
Qualitative Rating System
In keeping with the practice of most colleges, the Harrisonburg State Teachers College has inaugurated a qualitative rating
system requiring in general that students must make a record
nearer C than D in order to complete any curriculum in the usual
length of time.
Quality points will be assigned for each grade as follows:
A, 4 quality points; B, 3 quality points; C, 2 quality points; and
D, 1 quality point. Thus the grade of B in a course giving 3
quarter hour credits would give 9 quality points; a grade of C, 6
quality points. No quality points will be allowed for an E which
is removed by examination or otherwise than by repetition of the
course.
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A student's record is not considered satisfactory, nor is he
eligible for a diploma or a degree, unless his scholarship index
is 1.75. The index is found by dividing the number of quality
points by the number of quarter hours pursued during his residence period, and offered for graduation.
Time Requirements
The majority of students are able to meet the requirements of
Curricula I and II in two years, and of Curricula III, IV, and V
in four years. Students whose work is of high standard may
petition the Classification Committee to complete the work in less
time. Students whose work is below average will need to spend
more time in residence.
Fifty per cent of the credits for a professional diploma should
be obtained by residence work in this college. One year or three
quarters must be spent in residence. The same general rule will
hold for candidates for the degree, except that, in the discretion
of the Classification Committee, as much as, but not more than,
three years of credit may be accepted from other institutions
provided the student brings a satisfactory record of previous work
and provided the student be a resident in this institution during
the quarter in which the requirements for the degree are completed. The minimum number of credits for a student graduating
in one year of residence shall be 48 quarter hours.
Diplomas, Degrees, and Certificates
I. Professional Diploma
Granted upon the completion of Curriculum I or Curriculum
II. To the student obtaining this diploma the State Board of Education grants a Normal Professional Certificate. This certificate
entitles the holder to teach any grade in the elementary schools.
The State Board of Education has set July, 1942, as the last
date for issuance of this certificate to incoming teachers. Consequently it set up at the same time the summer of 1939 as the
last year for issuance of this certificate on the five-year renewable
basis. On the other hand, the State Board of Education has
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made it somewhat easier for teachers with five years of successful experience in Virginia prior to July, 1937, to secure the
Normal Professional certificate by the elimination of student
teaching from the requirement. Those who also wish the Normal
Professional diploma will complete the work in student teaching.
2. Bachelor of Arts Degree
Granted upon the completion of Curriculum IV leading to the
A.B. degree. Students may major in the following fields: English, Latin, French, history, social science, mathematics, and
science. They may minor in two related fields. This curriculum
requires 192 credits.
Those who complete the required work in education and psychology will receive a collegiate professional certificate, granted
by the State Board of Education, which is the highest form of
certificate issued and recognized by the State of Virginia. This
certificate is valid for ten years and renewable for like periods.
3. Bachelor of Science Degree
Granted upon the completion of Curriculum III for specialists
in elementary education, Curriculum IV for high school or junior
high school teachers, or Curriculum V for home economics
specialists, and requires 192 quarter hours credit. Except for students who complete non-teaching majors in home economics, those
who receive this degree receive also the collegiate professional
certificate.
Extension and Renewal of Certificates
A certificate may be extended or renewed by the State Department of Education subject to the requirements of the State
Board of Education. All students contemplating the renewal of a
certificate will do well to write to the Director of Higher Education, State Board of Education, Richmond, Va.
Typically, certificates are renewed by giving evidence of having done successful teaching, by reading the books on the Teachers Reading Course, and by earning 9 quarter hours credit in a
summer session. The program of studies of the summer quarter
is especially rich in practical courses for teachers desiring to renew
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their certificates. These courses may also be credited toward a
diploma or a degree at some later time.
Placement of Graduates
The college aims to be of the utmost service in bringing
students who are being trained for positions as teachers to the
attention of educational authorities who are seeking teachers.
Naturally, those students making the best scholarship and citizenship records, offering the best experience record, or having the
most adequate training, are in greatest demand. All students
desirous of help will need to co-operate fully in furnishing all
necessary data for use in correspondence with prospective employers.
Candidates for diplomas or degrees who desire to obtain
teaching positions in states other than Virginia must satisfy themselves that they have selected such courses as will meet the requirements of certification in the state or states in which they
desire to teach.
Correspondence is welcomed with alumnas and former students
with respect to the securing of better positions and preparing
themselves for such positions. Address your communications to
the Placement Committee, State Teachers College, Harrisonburg,
Va.

PROGRAM OF STUDIES

GENERAL PLAN
The curricula offered in the college have been planned after
careful study of the conditions and needs of the state and have
been changed as the needs have changed. The fact that the
college exists primarily for the professional education of teachers
for the public schools of Virginia has been kept constantly in
mind. It is recognized that a good teacher must have an adequate
knowledge of the subject-matter that is to be taught and of
related subjects, as well as a thorough understanding of the technique of presentation. The college recognizes also its duty to
prepare young women in occupations peculiarly adapted to women
such as dietitians, nutrition workers, commercial and home
demonstration agents, and home makers.
The college prepares teachers for kindergarten, primary, grammar grade, junior high school, high school, and home economics
teaching. Graduates of the four-year courses of the college are
authorized by law to teach in all grades of school work, both elementary and secondary, according to the curriculum completed,
provided the student has elected the requisite courses in education
and psychology. Graduates of the college are now successfully
teaching in all grades of school work from the kindergarten
through the high school, are holding positions as principals, special teachers, and supervisors, and are giving instruction in normal
schools and colleges.
The recent addition of the Bachelor of Arts degree enables
students not interested in teaching to secure academic training
equivalent to that offered in liberal arts colleges. This work is
maintained at the same high level as has been characteristic of
the other curricula of the college.
Work completed at this institution has been fully credited at
other institutions of the highest rank and students have pursued
courses in such institutions with credit to themselves and to the
college. A study made of the records of a large number of
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graduates who had undertaken graduate work revealed almost no
failures and an exceptionally large number of high scores.
As the State of Virginia continues its work on the revision
and installation of the elementary and secondary curricula, this
college continues to make definite efforts to fit its students adequately to handle that work.
CURRICULA OFFERED
Some of the curricula offered in the winter session can be
wholly completed in the summer by making suitable substitutions.
Such curricula are the two-year professional curricula for the
education of elementary teachers, and the four-year curricula for
the education of elementary and high school teachers with certain
majors.
Students who are registered in the pre-nursing curriculum and
the home economics curriculum will find available a large number
of courses, amounting to perhaps half of the program offered in
different summers, so that considerable advancement can be made
toward the completion of those curricula during the summer
session. This is also true of the A.B. degree curriculum.
A.

Two-Year Curricula

Kindergarten and Primary Grade Teachers Curriculum
Grammar Grade Teachers Curriculum
Pre-Nursing Curriculum
B.

Four-Year Curricula

Liberal Arts Curriculum leading to the A.B. degree
Elementary Teachers Curriculum leading to the B.S. degree
High School Teachers Curriculum leading to the A.B. or B.S.
degree
Home Economics Curriculum leading to the B.S. degree:
A. Home Economics Education major for the training of
teachers under the Smith-Hughes Act
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B. Foods and Nutrition major which meets the standards set
up by the American Dietetics Association
C. Institutional Management major preparing for management positions in cafeterias, lunchrooms, schools, and other institutions
D.

General Home Economics major for homemaking
A.

Two-Year Curricula
CURRICULUM I

FOR PRIMARY GRADE TEACHERS
This two-year curriculum prepares teachers for the kindergarten and grades one to four in either city or rural schools. Student teaching is offered in the second year's work.
The professional diploma and normal professional certificate
are awarded to graduates of this curriculum. Graduates who
wish to specialize further in elementary education may enter the
junior year of Curriculum III and receive the Bachelor of Science
degree in two additional years.
The college does not offer in the summer all the courses listed
in the arrangement below, which is descriptive of the winter session, but it does offer courses which are suitable substitutes. The
dean of the college or the registration committee will assist students in choosing the proper courses.
First Year
Class
Periods
Quarter I 11 III
Art 133—Art Principles and Structure
0 0 6
Biol. 151-152-153—Nature Science
3 3 3
Ed. 141-142-143—Primary Education.
4 4 4
Eng. 131-132-133—Freshman English
3 3 3
Geog. 132—Geography for Primary Teaching... . 0 3 0
H. Ed. 140—School Hygiene
3 0 0
Music 131-132-133—Primary Music
2 2 2
P. E. 131-132-133—Physical Education I
3 3 3
Psy. 121-122-123—Psychology I
4 4 4
PROGRAM OF CLASSES

22 22 25

Quarter
Hours
I 11 HI
0 0 3
2 2 2
3 3 3
3 3 3
0 3 0
3 0 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
3 3 3
16 16 16
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Second Year

Class
Periods
Quarter 1 II III
Ed. 242-243—History and Principles of Education
0 3 3
Ed. 250—Educational Tests
3 0 0
P. E. 2S1-2S2-2S3—Physical Education Practice 2 2 2
Soc. Sci. 261-262-263—American History and
Government —
3 3 3

Quarter
Hours
I II III
0 3 3
3 0 0
111
3

3

3

8 8 8
7 7 7
In addition the following courses make up the requirement of 96 quarter hours of credit: Art 230, Music 230, Eng. 230, Eng. 231-232, P. E. 230,
Ed. 220, and Ed. 225.
Teachers with three years of satisfactory experience may substitute
another three-credit course for Ed. 225. Students with five years of satisfactory experience in Virginia may take suitable substitutes for supervised
teaching but will not receive the normal diploma.

CURRICULUM II
FOR GRAMMAR GRADE TEACHERS
This two-year curriculum gives particular attention to the
needs of those who wish to teach in elementary grades four to
eight in county and city systems. Student teaching is offered in
the second year's work.
The graduate of this curriculum receives from the college the
professional diploma and the normal professional certificate. The
graduate of Curriculum II may also enter the junior year of
Curriculum III and receive the Bachelor of Science degree in
two additional years.
The college does not offer in the summer all the courses listed
in the arrangement below, which is descriptive of the winter session, but it does offer courses which are suitable substitutes. The
dean of the college or the registration committee will assist students in choosing the proper courses.
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First Year
Class
Periods
Quarter I II III
Art 141—Art Principles and Structure
6 0 0
Ed. ISO—Teaching and Management
0 0 4
Eng. 131-132-133—Freshman English
3 3 3
Geog. 133-134—Geography for Grammar Grade
Teaching
3 3
H. Ed. 140—School Hygiene
0 3 0
Math. 140—Arithmetic for Grammar Grades . 3 0 0
Music 151-152-153—Music for Grammar Grades 2 2 2
P. E. 131-132-133—Physical Education I
3 3 3
P. S. 151-152-153—Elementary Science
3 3 3
Psy. 121-122-123—Psychology I
4 4 4
PROGRAM OF CLASSES

24 21 22
Second Year
Ed. 242-243—History and Principles of Education
Ed. 250—Educational Tests
P. E. 251-252-253—Physical Education Practice
Soc. Sci. 261-262-263—American History and
Government

Quarter
Hours
I H III
3 0 0
0 0 3
3 3 3
0
0
3
1
1
2
3

3
3
0
1
1
2
3

3.
0
0
1
1
2
3

16 16 16

0
3
2

3
0
2

3
0
2

0 3 3
3 0 0
111

3

3

3

3

3

3

8 8 8
7 7 7
In addition the following courses make up the requirement of 96 quar230 hEdS 220Crendt:Edrt223S0' MUSiC 230' ^ 230' Eng" 250' Eng' 260' P" E"
Teachers with three years of satisfactory experience may substitute
another three-credit course for Kd. 225. Students with five years of satistactory experience in Virginia may take suitable substitutes for supervised
teaching but will not receive the normal diploma.
PRE-NURSING CURRICULUM
I he work of the modern professional nurse is expanding
rapidly in its scope. Her work requires a broader knowledge
along social, scientific, and cultural lines than formerly was the
case.
This two-year curriculum has been arranged in cooperation
with leaders in the nursing profession to assist students to enter
upon hospital training with a helpful pre-professional education
and with a desirable cultural preparation which they might otherwise be deprived of.
The first year's work has been planned without election. In
the second year of the course, the student will be directed in her
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courses by the registration committee and by the recommendations
of the director of training in the hospital which the student expects to enter.
A number of these courses in the outline below are offered
in the summer session but not all of them. A student can complete
at least two of the six quarters' work in the summer sessions.
First Year
Class
Periods
Quarter I II III
Biol. 131-132-133—General Biology 1
4 4 4
Chem. 131-132-133—General Chemistry
4 4 4
Eng. 131-132-133—Freshman English
3 3 3
Home Ec. 141-142-143—Foods and Cookery
5 5 5
Math. 20—Practical Arithmetic
0 3 0
P. E. 131-132-133—Physical Education 1
3 3 3
Psy. 121-122-123—Psychology 1
4 4 4
PROGRAM OF CLASSES

23 26 23

Quarter
Hours
I II III
3 3 3
3 3 3
3 3 3
3 3 3
0 0 0
111
3 3 3
16 16 16

Second Year (Suggested)
Biol. 321-322-323—Physiology and Bacteriology
Chem. 351-352—Organic Chemistry
Chem. 353—Biochemistry
Eng. 230-250—Oral Interpretation; Children's
Literature
P. E. 231-232-233—Physical Education Practice
Electives

B.

4
4
0

4
4
0

4
0
4

3
3
0

3
3
0

3
0
3

3
3
6

3
3
6

0
3
9

3 3 0
111
6 6 9

20 20 20

16 16 16

Four-Year Curricula
CURRICULUM III

FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS AND SUPERVISORS
This four-year curriculum prepares for teaching and supervising in the grades below the high school. It leads not only to the
Bachelor of Science degree, but also to the collegiate professional
certificate, the highest certificate granted by the State Board of
Education.
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First Year
Class
Periods
Quarter I H HI
Biol. 131-132-133—General Biology 1
4 4 4
Eng. 131-132-133—-Freshman English
3 3 3
H. Ed. 140—Hygiene
0 3 0
Libr. Sci. ISO—Use of the Library
3 0 0
Math. 120—Applied Mathematics
0 0 3
Music 161-162-163—Public School Music
3 3 3
P. E. 131-132-133—Physical Education L.
3 3 3
S. S. 131-132-133—History of Civilization
3 3 3
PROGRAM OF CLASSES

Second Year
Art 221-222-223—Art Structure and Appreciation
Eng. 230-250-260—Oral Interpretation; Children's Literature; American Literature
Geog. 331-332-333—Geography
P. E. 230—Principles of Physical Education
P. E. 2S1-2S2-2S3—Physical Education Practice
Psy. 221-222-223—Psychology H
Elective
Third Year
Ed. 321-322-323—Elementary Education
H. Ec. 301-302-303—Home Economics for the
Elementary School
P. S. 391-392-393—Fundamentals of Science
S. S. 261-262-263—American History and Government

Electlves

Quarter
Hours
I 11 III
3 3 3
3 3 3
0 3 0
3 0 0
0 0 3
3 3 3
111
3 3 3

19 19 19

16 16 16

6

3

6

3

3

3

3 3 3
3 3 3
0 3 0
2 2 2
444
3 0 3

3 3 3
3 3 3
0 3 0
111
333
3 0 3

21 21 18

16 16 16

5

5

5

444

5
4

5
4

3
4

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

3
3

20 20 18
Fourth Year
Ed. 460—Philosophy of Education
0
Ed. 435—Directed Teaching
18
Electives, including English (6 quarter hours)....—

0

3

16 16 16
0
9

0
0
_

3
0

16 16 16

A.

CURRICULUM IV
Leading to the Bachelor of Arts Degree

This curriculum is a liberal arts curriculum. It has been
planned to meet the needs of those who wish a general education
rather than a more highly specialized and professional education.
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While not all of the courses leading to any major or minor
may be offered in a given summer, many of . the constants are
offered as well as electives in certain of the major and minor
fields, particularly English, history and social science, science,
and psychology. By a careful choice of electives, a student may
prepare to teach and may secure the Collegiate Professional Certificate.
Constants required for the Bachelor of Arts degree are as
follows:
English
Foreign Language
Latin or Greek
Modern Language.
History
Social Science
Mathematics
Biology (9); Chemistry (9) or Physics (9)
Psychology or Philosophy
Physical Education (6) and Hygiene (3)

Quarter hours
18
27
- 18
9
18
9
9
18
9
9
117

Students offering less than three units of high school Latin
and less than two units in French will be required to complete in
college elementary courses to make up these deficiencies. Such
courses, while counting in the general requirements (constants),
may not be credited toward a major or minor.
Plans under consideration by the college look to the modernization of this curriculum. Students who are interested will do
well to write to the dean of the college about the proposed changes.
Major and Minor Requirements
In addition to satisfying the constant requirements enumerated
above, the candidate for a degree must choose a major field of
work in which she shall complete thirty-six hours and two related
minor fields in which the credits shall total twenty-seven quarter
hours each.
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Majors and minors may be selected as follows:
Majors
English
Foreign Language
History
Social Science
Mathematics
Science

Related Minors
Latin, Modern Language, History,
Social Science, Fine Arts and Music
Another Language, English, History,
Social Science, Fine Arts and Music
English, Modern Language, Latin,
Social Science, Psy. and Philosophy
Science, English, History, Psychology
and Philosophy, Fine Arts and Music
Science, Psychology and Philosophy
Another Science, Afathematics, Psychology and Philosophy
CURRICULUM IV

B.

Leading to the Bachelor of Science Degree

FOR JUNIOR HIGH AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
TEACHING
This course is focused on the education of junior high and
high school teachers and leads to the Bachelor of Science degree
and the collegiate professional certificate. Majors and minors
need to be selected very carefully in the light of teaching combinations in the field.
Constants required for the Bachelor of Science degree in
Curriculum IV are as follows:
English
Education including Directed Teaching
History and Social Science
Biology (9); Chemistry (9) or Physics (9)
Physical Education (6) and Hygiene (3)

Quarter hours
18
33
18
18
9
96

For some of the majors and minors, notably English and
social science, provision for most of the work is made in the
summer session if the student is here over a period of years. In
other fields less work can be offered on account of the demand.
Most of the constants can be completed.
Each student selects in the sophomore year one major and
two minor fields of study. The major requires 36 quarter hours
of credit, and the minor requires 27 quarter hours of credit.
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Majors may be selected as follows: English, Social Science,
General Science, Biology, French, Latin, Mathematics, Public
School Music, Applied Music, Physical Education.
Minors may be selected as follows; English, Social Science,
Biology, Chemistry, French, Latin, Mathematics, Public School
Music, Fine Arts, Applied Music, Geography, Physical Education, Psychology and Philosophy.
As the college has under consideration some desirable changes
in this curriculum applicants are invited to write to the dean of
the college for detailed requirements based upon the individual's
past work. Students mill find it important to elect combinations
that offer the maximum opportunity for placement after graduation.
CURRICULUM V
FOR HOME ECONOMICS TEACHERS AND
SPECIALISTS
This is a four-year technical curriculum in the special subjects
relating to the home. Students wishing to prepare themselves to
teach home economics in high school, or who are looking forward
to positions of more than ordinary responsibility, such as home
or commercial demonstration agent, dietitian, institutional manager, and so forth, should elect this curriculum.
This college has been selected by the Virginia State Board of
Education and the Federal Board for Vocational Education to
prepare home economics teachers. The department is partially
supported by George-Deen funds and is required to meet the
standards set up by both the State Board of Education and the
Federal Board for Vocational Education. The department is
equipped with excellent laboratories and both urban and rural
training schools.
All graduates in this curriculum will receive the Bachelor of
Science degree. Graduates who elect the home economics education major will receive the Collegiate Professional certificate and
are qualified for positions in Smith-Hughes and George-Reed
schools. They will be certified to teach science as well as home
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economics and by a careful choice of electives may meet the requirements for teaching one other subject such as English or
social science.
During the last two years of this curriculum students divide
into four groups depending upon their major interest as follows;
Group A.

Home Economics Education major for the training
of teachers under the Smith-Hughes Act.

Group B.

Foods and Nutrition major for students who desire to
prepare theipselves for appointments in the nutrition
field, commercial food service, and as hospital dietitians.

Group C.

Institution Management major preparing for hospital
dietitians, management positions in cafeterias, lunchrooms, schools, and other institutions.

Group D.

General Home Economics major for those who desire
a knowledge of home economics as part of a general
education or for homemaking.

Students contemplating work for the degree in this curriculum
should communicate with the dean of the college or the head of
the home economics department in regard to the detailed requirements and should write for the Annual Catalog.
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES OFFERED*
I. Department of Biology
Courses Offered First Term
Biol. 321.

Human Physiology.—First term; 2 double laboratory periods and 3 single periods a week; 3
credits.
mr. chappelear
This course is adapted to the needs of students in home economics, prenursing, hospital dietetics, and health education. Laboratory fee: $1.00
per term.
*In selecting courses, students must assume responsibility as to the requirements of
the curriculum which they are completing. They should also note that, in general,
courses numbered 100-199 are intended for freshmen, 200-299 for sophomores, and
300-499 for juniors and seniors, Twenty quarter hours is the maximum for credit for
the two terms, except as permission may in exceptional cases be granted by the
Classification Committee. Students will note that all courses give three credits except
a limited number of courses in physical education.
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Biol, 322.

Human Physiology.—First term; 2 double laboratory periods and 3 single periods a week; 3
credits.
mr. chappelear
This course is a continuation of Biol. 221 but may be taken in the
same term. Laboratory fee: |1.00 per term.
Biol. 253.

Economic Zoology.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MISS PHILLIPS
This course deals with the economic relationships of animals to man.
The requirements of the new curriculum for the elementary schools are
kept in mind in the selection of materials.
Biol. 350.

Ornithology.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. CHAPPELEAR
This is a course in the study of birds as to identification, life habits,
and economic importance. Numerous field trips are arranged after the
class has been organized.
Biol. 431.

General Biology.—First term; 2 double laboratory periods and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.
, MISS PHILLIPS
This course deals with the fundamental properties of living substance,
with basic biological processes, and with the inter-relationships of living
organisms. It is not open to students who have had Biol. 131-132-133.
Laboratory fee: fl.OO per term.
Biol. 432.

General Biology.—First term; 2 double laboratory periods and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.
MISS PHILLIPS
This course is a continuation of Biol. 431 and is subject to the same
regulations. Both Biol. 431 and Biol. 432 may be taken the same term
but Biol. 432 may not be taken alone unless Biol. 431 or Biol. 131 has
been previously taken. Laboratory fee; $1.00 per term.
Courses Offered Second Term
Biol. 350.

Ornithology.—S'ccottt/ term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. CHAPPELEAR
This is a course in the study of birds as to identification, life habits,
and economic importance. Numerous field trips are arranged after the
class has been organized.

Biol. 363.

Heredity.—Second term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. CHAPPELEAR
This course deals with the study of heredity and eugenics and is valuable for students in any of the curricula.
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Biol. 433.

General Biology.—Second term; 2 double laboratory periods and 4 single periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. CHAPPELEAR
This course is a continuation of Biol. 431-432 which are, however, not
prerequisite. It is not open to students who have taken Biol. 133. Laboratory fee; $1.00 per term.
11. Department of Chemistry*
Courses Offered First Term

Chem. 131.

General Chemistry.—First term; 2 double laboratory periods and 3 single periods a week; 3
credits.
mr. pickett
This couise covers the first quarter's work in general chemistry. It
includes the fundamental theories and laws of chemistry. Problems illustrating the practical side are studied. Several of the more common nonmetallic elements are included in this course. Laboratory fee: $2.00.
Contingent deposit: $1.00 for the term.
Chem. 132. General Chemistry.—First term; 2 double laboratory periods and 3 single periods a week; 3
credits.
mr. pickett
This course is a continuation of Chem. 131, and continues the study
of the fundamental law of the science. The chemistry of the non-metallic
elements and an introduction to a study of the more common metallic
elements are included in this course. Much attention is given to the
solution of problems in chemical arithmetic and the writing of the more
complicated chemical equations. Laboratory fee: $2.00. Contingent deposit : $1.00 for the term.
Chem. 351.—Chemistry of the Carbon Compounds.—First
term; 2 double laboratory and 3 single periods per
week; 3 credits.
mr. pickett
This course is what is commonly called Organic Chemistry. It is
an introduction to the aliphatic hydrocarbons and their more commonly
encountered derivatives. Class study includes theory of structure, type
and group reactions, isomerism and important syntheses of carbon compounds. The laboratory work requires the preparation of hydrocarbon
derivatives and a brief outline of the analytical chemistry of carbon compounds. Laboratory fee : $3.00. Contingent deposit: $2.00.
Courses Offered Second Term
Chem. 133.

General Chemistry.—Second term; 2 double
laboratory periods and 4 single periods a week;
3 credits.
MR. pickett
A study of the more common metallic elements and their compounds.
It is the conclusion of the work usually offered in the first year of col* Other courses in chemistry will be given if there is sufficient demand.
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lege chemistry. The program of classes in chemistry is so arranged that
a student can complete a year's work in general chemistry in the summer
session. Chem. 131 and 132 are prerequisite. Laboratory fee: $2.00; contingent deposit: |1.00 for the term.
Chem. 352.

Chemistry of the Carbon Compounds.—Second
term; 2 double laboratory periods and 4 single
periods a week; 3 credits.
mr. pickett
A continuation of Chemistry 351. The chemistry of the carbohydrates
and their related compounds is studied. An introduction is made to the
chemistry of the carbon compounds of aromatic series. Laboratory fee;
$3.00. Contingent deposit: $2.00.
Chem. 431.

Qualitative Analysis.—Second term, 5 double
laboratory periods and 1 single period per week;
3 credits.
mr, pickett
This course includes the qualitative determination of the metallic ions
and the negative ions and radicals. The theories upon which the scheme
of analysis is based will be discussed in lecture and recitations. Extensive
drill in the writing and balancing of chemical equations will be had. Samples containing varying number of elements and compounds in inorganic
chemistry will be submitted to the students for analysis. Chemistry 131,
132, and 133 are prerequisite. Laboratory fee: $3.00; contingent fee:
$2.00.
III. Department of Education and Psychology
Courses Offered First Term
A. Education

Ed. 210.

Rural Education.—First term; daily, 3 credits.
MISS AYRES
A course designed especially to meet the needs of teachers of one, two,
and three teacher elementary schools. The problems incident to organization and administration, enrollment and attendance, use of environment,
special programs, community relationships, and the techniques of instruction peculiar to these schools. Devices will be considered in detail with
formulation of general and specific objectives for the rural school.

Ed. 220.

Supervised Teaching.—First term; daily; 6 credits.
MR. HOUNCHELL AND SUPERVISORS
Gives actual experience in teaching under public school conditions with
emphasis on the use of the Virginia curricula. Students who have not
had Ed. 395 are advised to take it parallel with teaching. One group conference will be arranged each week on Wednesday afternoon. Advance
registration is necessary. Write to Mr. Paul Hounchell, Assistant Director of Training.
This course mil meet the requirements for the Normal Professional
diploma for students presenting three years of satisfactory teaching experience.
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Ed. 310.

Organization and Administration of the Elementary School.—First term; daily; 2 credits.
miss ayres
A course treating primarily the non-instructional problems of the elementary school. Schedules, activities, keeping records, duties of the principal, in-service teacher education, and other pertinent problems will be
studied with reference to specific conditions.
Ed. 322.

Elementary Education.—First term; 2 double periods and 3 single periods a week; 2 credits.
MISS ANTHONY
Selection and organization of materials for the core curriculum of
the elementary school. Study of abilities pupils need particularly in this
field such as planning, observing, experimenting, reading, and evaluating.
Examination of new texts and supplementary books for children. Observations in the campus school.
Students who have had Ed. 496 cannot get credit for this course.

Ed. 323.

Elementary Education.—First term; 2 double periods and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.
MISS SEEGER
The direct teaching program in the elementary school. Special emphasis on reading, including familiarity with mechanical devices for studying eye habits. Examination of new texts for children in arithmetic, language, penmanship, reading, and spelling. Observations in the campus
school.
Students 'who have had Ed. 305 cannot take this Course for credit.
Ed. 332. High School Curriculum.—First term; 2 double periods and 3 single periods a week; 2 credits.
MR. hounchell
Scope and organization of the core curriculum in high school. Recent
changes in high school subjects and pending changes. Study of published
materials in several subject matter fields. The problems of unit organization and teaching by units. Activities of the high school as part of curricular program. Observations in training school will be arranged in
connection.
Ed. 334. Contemporary Comparative Education.—First
term; daily; 3 credits.
mr. Stanley
Background of present developments in American high schools. European influences which shaped education in America and independent developments. Comparison of European and American secondary education
in the twentieth century.
Ed. 343.

Home Economics Education.—First term; daily; 3
credits.
miss Robertson
rhis_ course deals with the organization of home economics materials
and subject matter for teaching home economics in the high schools. It is
designed to prepare teachers to participate in the state program of curriculum revision. A study of current theories of curriculum construction
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as applied to home economics will be made. Teachers in the field who
desire to do special work on the organization of units in some of the
newer phases of home economics will find this course will meet their needs.
(This course is required of home economics majors who are preparing
to teach.)
Ed, 355.

Evaluation of Instruction.—First term; daily; 3
credits.
miss ayres
Surveys current tendencies in grading, testing, and evaluation of pupil
achievement. Aims to make evaluation a phase of good teaching and in
harmony with newer conceptions of education. Uses some of latest published materials.

Ed. 364.

Modern Trends in Secondary Education.—First
term; daily; 3 credits.
mr. Stanley
Deals with curricular changes, problems of school and class organization, procedures in grading and marking, relations of school and community, the school activities, selection and use of school equipment.
Ed. 395.

Laboratory Work in the Elementary Curriculum.—First term; 2 hours daily; 3 credits.
supervisors
For one hour a day students will observe classes taught by one of the
supervisors. They will spend a second hour in closely related conference.
Each section will be limited to 20; advance registration by mail is advised. Write to Mr. Paul Hounchell, Assistant Director of Training.
7:50-9:50-Section al; First and second grades—Miss Watkins
7:50-9:50-Section a2; Third and fourth grades—Miss Thompson
7:50-9:50-Section b; Fifth and sixth grades—Miss Ratliff

(Students interested in the secondary school should take Ed.
332, Mr. Hounchell.)
Ed. 420.

Supervised Teaching.—First term; daily; 6 credits.
MR. HOUNCHELL AND SUPERVISORS
Similar to Ed. 220 but for seniors in Curricula III and IV. Students
from other colleges should see page 17 of this bulletin for a statement
concerning prerequisites. One group conference will be arranged each
week on Wednesday afternoon. Advance registration is necessary. Write
Mr. Paul Hounchell, Assistant Director of Training.

Ed. 460.

Philosophy of Education.—First term; daily; 3
Credits.
MR. GIFFORD
A study of the major issues confronting education in present-day
America with its rapidly changing trends, based upon a brief survey of
general philosophy.
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Ed. 490.

New Developments in Teaching Reading.—First
term; 2 double periods and 2 single periods a week;
3 credits.
miss anthony
Students taking this course will have opportunity to: (1) investigate
specinc problems such as reading readiness, (2) examine new materials,
including children's readers, (3) use the new mechanical devices for studymg eye habits (4) observe reading activities in the campus school, and
(5) share in the diagnostic and remedial work done in the campus school.
B. Psychology*

Psy. 231.

General Psychology.—First term; 2 double periods
and 2 single periods a week; 3 credits.
mr. shorts
Introductory survey of the whole field of mental life and activity.
Required m all curricula.

Psy. 253.

Child Psychology.—Piraf term; 2 double periods
and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.
miss SEEGER
,
more intensive study of child behavior, interests, and training. Particularly significant in teaching under the Tentative Curriculum Prerequisite: Psy. 231 or equivalent.
Psy. 353.

Psychology of Personality.—First term; daily; 3
credits.
MISS seeger
Ihe practical analysis of the elements in, and cultivation of, the normal,
wholesome
personality. Particularly recommended to teachers who wish
un< rs a
fe ^ nd their children. Not open to students who have had Psy
353 under a different title. Prerequisite: Psy. 231 or equivalent.
Psy. 354.

Applied Psychology.—First term, daily; 3 credits.

MR. shorts
Deals with the applications to other fields of work and activity than
education, for example, business, advertising, law, medicine, and highway
transportation. Prerequisite: Psy. 231 or equivalent.
Psy. 380.

Psychology of the High School Pupil.—FiVjf
term; 2 double periods and 3 single periods a week;
j credits.
shorts
Similar to Psy. 253 but emphasizes the characteristics of pre-adolescence and adolescence; of particular value for the upper elementary and
high school teachers. Prerequisite or parallel: Psy. 231 or equivalent.
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i u take
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term.course
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Courses Offered Second Term

Ed. 225.

Supervised Teaching.-—Second term; daily; 3 credits.
MISS ANTHONY AND SUPERVISORS
This course is a continuation of Ed, 220 (see description above). It
is intended for inexperienced teachers who must offer 9 credits in supervised teaching. Students who have not had Ed. 395 are advised to take it
parallel with teaching. One group conference will be arranged each week
on Wednesday afternoon. Advance registration is necessary. Write to
Miss Katherine M. Anthony, Director of Training.

Ed. 333.

Classroom Management and Teaching in High
School.—Second term; 3 double periods and 3 single
periods a week; 3 credits.
mr. hounchell
Study of the responsibilities of the classroom teacher in caring for
adolescent children and causing learning. Planning and use of materials,
including unit organization and teaching by units. The classroom teacher's
part in administration and school management, including activities program. Observations in training school will be used for help on some
points.
Ed. 355.

Evaluation of Instruction.—Second term; daily;
3 credits.
mr. hounchell
Surveys current tendencies in grading, testing, and evaluation of pupil
achievement. Aims to make evaluation a phase of good teaching and in
harmony with newer conceptions of education. Uses some of latest published materials.
Ed. 395. Laboratory Work in the Elementary Curriculum.—Second term; 2 hours daily; 3 credits.
supervisors
For one hour a day students will observe classes taught by one of
the supervisors. They will spend a second hour in closely related conference. Each section will be limited to 20; advance registration by mail
is advised. Write to Mr. Paul Hounchell, Assistant Director of Training.
7;50-9:50-Section a; Primary—Miss Walker
7 :50-9:50-Section b; Grammar grades—Mrs. Ryan
Ed. 425.

Supervised Teaching.—Second term; daily; 3 credits.
MISS ANTHONY AND SUPERVISORS
A continuation of Ed. 420. Open only to seniors in Curricula III and
IV. Advance registration is necessary. Write to Miss Katherine M.
Anthony, Director of Training. One afternoon group conference will be
arranged.

Ed. 450.

School Law.—Second term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. GIBBONS
The object of this course is to familiarize the student with laws governing the relationships of a teacher with the State, locality, school board,
parents of pupils, and pupils.

■■mi ••
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Ed. 460.

Philosophy of Education—.SVcowrf term; daily; 3
credits.
MR. gifford
A _ study of the major issues confronting education in present-day
America with its rapidly changing trends, based upon a brief survey of
general philosophy.

Ed. 490.

New Developments in Teaching Reading.—Second
term; 3 double periods and 3 single periods a week; 3
credits.
miss anthony
Students taking this course will have opportunity to: (1) investigate
specific problems such as reading readiness, (2) examine new materials,
including children's readers, (3) use the new mechanical devices for studying eye habits, (4) observe reading activities in the campus school, and
(5) share in the diagnostic and remedial work done in the campus school.
B. Psychology*
Psy. 232,

Educational Psychology.—-.SVcowrf term; 3 double
periods and 3 single periods a zveek; 3 credits.
MR. hounchell
Develops the major problems of educational psychology, particularly
the learning process and individual differences. Should be preceded by
Psy. 231. Required in all curricula.
Psy. 351.

Trends in Modern Psychology.—Second term;
daily; 3 credits.
MR. shorts
An impartial study will be made of the three important schools of
psychology with an attempt to show how each has contributions for the
others and for educational psychology in general. Prerequisite: Psy. 231,
or equivalent.
Psy. 353.

Psychology of Personality.—Second term; daily:
3 credits.
mr. shorts
The practical analysis of the elements in, and cultivation of, the normal,
wholesome personality. Particularly recommended to teachers who wish
to understand their children. Not open to students ztrho have had Psy.
353 under a different title. Prerequisite; Psy. 231 or equivalent.
IV. Department of English
Courses Offered First Term
Eng. 131.

English Fundamentals (1).—First term; daily;
3 credits.
miss Cleveland
A review of grammar and an intensive drill in the fundamentals of oral
and written composition to the end that the student may talk and write
clearly.
"Students who desire to secure the equivalent of the year course in psycholovy
should take Psy, 231 the first term and Psy. 232 the second term. Those who present
a good general record may take also as the third unit, Psy, 253 or Psy. 380.
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Eng. 230.

Oral Interpretation.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. TRES1DDER
A study of the technique of effective reading, aiming at skill in reading,
both aloud and silently; the correction of speech defects; the study of elementary phonetics; the acquiring of a pleasing platform manner; the training of the sense of literary appreciation.
Eng. 232.—English Prose.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. HUFFMAN
Biography, history, the essay, and fiction are studied. This course is
equivalent to the second quarter's work in the regular sophomore survey
of literature.
Eng. 260.

American Literature.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. LOGAN
The main currents of our literature will be examined through the work
of Irving, Poe, Hawthorne, Emerson, Thoreau, Whitman, Mark Twain.
Eng. 314.

Play Production.—First term; daily, 3 credits.
MR. TRESIDDER
A study of the principles of acting and directing, with especial attention
to the problems of amateur productions. Students in the course will be
expected to interest themselves in some extra-curricular department of the
summer theatre, in acting, staging, make-up, properties, or costuming. One
long play will be presented during the sessioti.

Eng. 323.

Shakespeare's Tragedies.—First term; daily; 3
credits.
miss Cleveland
Class study, as detailed as the time permits, of Romeo and Juliet, Julius
Caesar, Hamlet, I^ear, and Macbeth, with Othello and other readings as
parallel.

Eng. 330.

Public Speaking.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. TRESIDDER
A study of modern conversational, extemporaneous public speaking,
with emphasis upon the gathering and organization of material for practical platform work. Problems of interest and attention, voice correction,
impromptu speaking, the duties of chairmen, etc., are considered. Reading
of the text is supplemented with reading of newspapers and periodicals for
the subject-matter of speeches.
Eng. 390.

Composition and Rhetoric.—First term; daily;
3 credits.
mr. Huffman
This course is designed to meet the requirements of those who feel the
need for additional training in the theory and practice of composition beyond that usually offered in a freshman course. Effort will be made to
adapt the subject matter to this end.
Eng. 393.

English Seminar.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. LOGAN
Problems in the teaching of high school English will be examined
through individual studies and reports.
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Eng. 411.

The American Short Story.—First term; daily;
3 credits.
mr. Huffman
Special stress is laid on the modern American short story as a medium
for reflecting the broad currents of American life. Adequate attention is
given also to this type as America's peculiar contribution to literary forms.

Eng. 485.

The Short Novel.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. LOGAN
In addition to the novelettes of Joseph Conrad, Thomas Hardy, and
Henry James, this course will include successful examples of this literary
form by contemporaries such as Willa Gather, Zona Gale, Robert Nathan,
Edith Wharton, and Thornton Wilder.
Lief. Sc. 351.

Book Selection for School Libraries.—First
term; daily; 3 credits
miss o'neal
Principles of book selection for school libraries, including the use of
book-selection aids; editions and publishers; reading and discussion of
books; compiling selective lists.
Courses Offered Second Term
Eng. 133.

Freshman English (III).—Second term; daily;
3 credits.
miss Cleveland
Abundant practice in writing of various types: essays, letters, episodes, sketches, speeches, dialogue, verse.

Eng. 231.

Narrative Prose and Poetry.—Second term; daily;
3 credits.
mr. Huffman
A study of narrative prose and poetry, both English and American.
This course is equivalent to the first quarter's work in the regular sophomore survey of literature.

Eng. 240.

Introduction to Poetry.—Second term; daily; 3
credits.
mr. Huffman
A study of English poetry requiring wide reading in the new and the
older English and American poets, with attention to poetic forms and the
criticism of poetry.

Eng. 250.

Children's Literature.—Second term; daily; 3
credits.
mr. logan
This course concerns literature which has been appropriated by children
because it is appropriate to children. The great classics of childhood are
examined critically, and with them are compared contemporary books for
children.

Eng. 321.-—Introduction to Drama.—Second term; daily; 3
credits.
mr. Huffman
A survey of drama from its beginning to modern times. Stages of
growth and development are explained by lectures, and by reading and
discussing representative plays. Attention is given also to the history of
the theatre. This course corresponds to the first quarter of Eng. 321-2-3,
The Development of Drama, offered in the regular session.
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Eng. 430.

Advanced Composition.—Second term; daily; 3
credits.
mr. logan
Guidance for the student who wishes to apply the principles of effective
writing to his own individual productions.

Eng. 484.

Masterpieces of Humorous Literature.—Second
term; daily; 3 credits.
mr. logan
Readings from some of the world's masters of humor: Aristophanes,
Plautus, Moliere, Shakespeare, Cervantes, Fielding, Dickens, Daudet, Meredith, Mark Twain, and Clarence Day.

Libr. Sc. 450.

Use of the Library.—Second term; daily; 3
credits.
miss hoover
This course includes lessons on the use of the card catalog, classification of books, the most useful reference books, bibliography making, indexes, and other topics that will enable the student to use the library and
books effectively. This course meets the requirement in library science
for students in Curriculum III.
V. Department of Fine and Industrial Arts
Courses Offered First Term
Art 222.

Art Education.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
miss palmer
No laboratory work required. A study of the state art curriculum and
how art problems may be applied and presented. Free discussions of required art problems for grammar grade and primary teachers. Research
and reference reading. Art 360 or 370, or the equivalent, is prerequisite.

Art 230.

Art Appreciation.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
miss aiken
A study of art masterpieces in painting, sculpture and architecture of
various ages and countries and the minor arts of design, arrangement, and
color. Appreciative viewpoint is emphasized in the study of basic art principles. Study will be given to the masterpieces listed for each grade in the
state curriculum. The course is conducted by means of illustrated lectures
and class discussions. Materials fee: $0.50.

Art 330.

Blackboard Drawing.—First term; 3 double and
2 single periods a week; 3 credits.
miss aiken
This course aids primary, grammar grade, and high school teachers
in making quick and effective blackboard illustrations in white and colored
chalk. Some work with pencil and crayon and studies in friezes will_ be
given. It includes the simplest principles of drawing and perspective.
Qass problems are based on the problems for all age children in the state
curriculum. Materials fee: $1.50.
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Art 342.

Crafts. First term; 3 double and 2 single periods a
week; 3 credits.
miss palmer
For teachers of all grades and high school who wish to develop understanding of various crafts and handwork applicable with the children and
which are contained in the state curriculum. Problems studied are such
as clay modeling, stencil, pottery, plaster casting, gesso, batik, crayonex,
book binding, simple woodwork, etc. Materials fee: fl.SO.

Art 360.

Primary Akt.—First term; 3 double and 2 single
periods a week'; 3 credits.
miss aiken
Planned to make clear the art program for primary teachers in the state
curriculum. Art observation lessons will be given in the training school.
Problems will include a study of bulletin board arrangements, exhibitions,
story and poem illustrations, clay modeling, pottery, animals, booklets,
woodwork, paper cutting, lettering, and other problems in the curriculum.
Materials fee: $1.50.
Art 370.

Grammar Grade Art.—First term; 3 double and 2
single periods a week; 3 credits.
miss palmer
Planned to make clear the art program required for grammar grade
teachers in the state curriculum. Art observation lessons in the training
school A study of such problems as bulletin board arrangements, collection of materials, flower arrangements, exhibitions, framing and hanging
of pictures, furniture arrangement, color schemes in the school and home,
posters, book making, gesso, clay modeling, pottery masks, civic art problems. Materials fee: $1.50.
Art 230.

Courses Offered Second Term
Art Appreciation.—Second term; daily; 3 credits.

miss aiken
A study of art masterpieces in painting, sculpture, and architecture of
various ages and countries and the minor arts of design, arrangement, and
color. Appreciative^ viewpoint is emphasized in a study of basic art
principles. Study will be given to the masterpieces listed for each grade
m the state curriculum. The course is conducted by means of illustrated lectures and class discussions. Materials fee: |0.S0.
Art. 380.

Art in the UGSlr.—First term; 3 double and 3
single periods a week; 3 credits.
miss aiken
A general study of exterior types of homes dependent upon local environment, and suitability and harmony of room interiors regarding walls
doors, windows, paneling, furniture, rugs, draperies, lighting fixtures'
other accessories, and color. Also a study of period furniture and all
home, garden, school buildings, and grounds problems in the state curriculum. Materials fee: $1.50.
Art 390.

Art for Elementary Teaghers.—Second term; 3
double and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.

miss aiken
A course for both primary and grammar grade teachers. It consists
of such problems as the following: lettering, book making, design, clay
modeling, paper cutting, figure drawing, animal study, posters, and friezes.
Materials fee: $1.50.
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VI. Department of Geography
Courses Offered First Term

Geog. 332.

Climates and Man.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. HANSON
A world survey course organized to study climatic regions. The chief
types of climate, their characteristics and distribution, with man's response
to each type are studied.
Geog. 345.

Geography of Virginia.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. HANSON
Linked with a study of the natural environment, the course will consider the natural resources of the state as they influence the present
occupations. Also, some study will be made of probable future developments.

Geog. 385.

Geology.—First term; daily; 3 credits.

MR. HANSON
This course includes a study of the history of the earth, the forces of
nature modifying the earth, and the materials and structure of the earth's
surface. The course is largely interpretative so considers the economic
contributions from earth materials and man's economic interests in the
modifying forces of the earth. Three afternoons of the term will be
used for field excursions which provide illustrations of topics studied during the course.
Courses Offered Second Term
Geog. 343.

Geography of South America.—Second term;
daily; 3 credits.
mr. hanson
A study of the countries of South America which purposes to describe
how the people of each country are influenced by the position of the country, its relief, its climate, and its resources. The industries of the countries
and their trade relations will be emphasized.
Geog. 386.

Mineral Utilization.—Second term; daily; 3
credits.
mr. hanson
For our mineral-using age, this industrial geography coupe provides
an opportunity to study the origin, mining, and manufacturing together
with the uses for each of the leading minerals.

Geog. 433.

Conservation of Natural Resources.—Second
term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. hanson
This course is designed especially to prepare teachers for the new curriculum. The exploitation of the natural resources which led to the present
movement to direct their utilization in the interests of the general good
will first be studied. Then the topics which will be considered _ will be
reclamation of overflow, swamp, and arid land, maintenance of soil fertility, reduction of ravages of pests, development of scientific forestry, elimination of waste in mining and in the use of mineral fuels and metals, and
the development and utilization of water-ways and water powers.
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VII. Department of Health and Physical Education
Courses Offered First Term
A. Health Education
H. Ed. 140.

School Hygiene.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
DR. WEEMS
This course meets the requirements in hygiene of the West Law. It
deals with physical inspection, physical defects, care of the school plant,
first aid, and various health problems of school children.

H. Ed. 360.

Sex Education.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
DR. WEEMS
This course considers the sex education and problems of the pre-school
child, the elementary school child, and the adolescent. Open only to those
who have had Health Education 140, or its equivalent. It is an elective and
is not to be used in meeting State requirements in Health and Physical
Education.

H. Ed. 370.

Teaching Health Education.—First term;
daily; 3 credits.
DR. WEEMS
This course is intended for the elementary and rural teacher especially
and will consider the place of health education in the new curriculum. It
stresses the attitudes and abilities of health education in the different
grades.
B. Physical Education
Courses Offered First Term
P. E. 1.

Recreational Swimming.—First term; 4 periods a
week; no credit.
miss savage
This is a course in recreational swimming for those who wish to learn
how to swim but do not want credit in P. E. 261-A. This course is open to
inexperienced swimmers. Time will be spent on strokes, games, and water
stunts.
P. E. 152.

Elementary Dancing—Athletic and Clog.—
First term; 4 periods a week; 1 credit, miss savage
This course selects simple dances interesting to grammar grade and high
school boys and girls and through these dances teaches fundamental principles and steps in dancing.
P. E. 230.

Principles of Physical Education.—First term;
daily; 3 credits.
mrs. Johnston
This course is designed to give the prospective teacher the principles of
selection, progression, and adaptation of materials for physical education
activities, as related to the new curriculum. Methods of presentation and
some actual practice in teaching the various phases of the program are
provided for. Observations will be arranged. Required of Curricula I, II,
and III.
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P. E. 261-A.

Elementary Swimming.—First term; 4 periods
a week; 1 credit.
miss savage
This course teaches the foundation of watermanship, the back stroke,
side stroke, and elementary diving.

P. E. 262-A.

Intermediate Swimming.—First term; 4 periods
a week; 1 credit.
miss savage
A continuation of elementary swimming; taking up, in addition, the
single and double over-arm, crawl, and diving.

P. E. 263-A.

Advanced Swimming.—First term; 4 periods a
week; 1 credit.
miss savage
Advanced strokes, diving, and life saving methods are taken up.

P. E. 254.

Physical Education in the Curriculum.'—First
term; daily; 3 credits.
mrs. joiinston
The physical education activities as listed in the new curriculum are
studied. Practice is given in planning how to teach and in teaching the
various types of activities. Outside reading and preparation are required.

P. E. 304.

Safety Education and First Aid.—First term;
daily; 3 credits.
miss savage
This course prepares teachers to give instruction in safety education.
It gives safety guides and suggests safety activities. Sufficient time will
be devoted to the study of first aid so that a First Aid Red Cross Certificate may be obtained if desired.
P. E. 334.

Physical Education Programs for Special Occasions.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MRS. JOHNSTON
This course is for teachers in elementary and secondary schools. It
considers the aims, objectives, and principles underlying the presenting of
special programs such as May Day, Play Day Programs, etc. The development of several units of instruction in physical education to correlate with
the chosen topics of the curriculum will be required as term projects.
Courses Offered Second Term
A. Health Education
H. Ed. 370.

Teaching Health Education.—Second term;
daily; 3 credits.
mrs. Johnston
This course is intended for the elementary and rural teacher especially
and will consider the place of health education in the new curriculum. It
stresses the attitudes and abilities of health education in the different
grades.
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B. Physical Education
P. E. 1.

Recreational Swimming.—Second term; 5 periods
a week; no credit.
miss savage
This is a course in recreational swimming for those who wish to learn
how to swim but do^ not want credit in P. E. 261-A. This course is open
to inexperienced swimmers. Time will be spent on strokes, games, and
water stunts.
P. E. 261-A.

Elementary Swimming.—Second term; 5 periods a week; 1 credit.
miss savage
This course teaches the foundation of watermanship, the back stroke,
side stroke, and elementary diving.
P. E. 262-A.

Intermediate Swimming.—Second term; 5 periods a week; 1 credit.
miss savage
A continuation of elementary swimming; taking up, in addition, the
single and double over-arm, crawl, and diving.
P. E. 230.

Principles of Physical Education.—Second
term; daily; 3 credits.
mrs. Johnston
This course is designed to give the prospective teacher the principles of
selection, progression, and adaptation of materials for physical education
activities, as related to the new curriculum. Methods of presentation and
some actual practice in teaching the various phases of the program are
provided for. Observations will be arranged. Required of all students in
Curricula I, II, and III.
P. E. 254.

Physical Education in the Curriculum.—Second term; daily; 3 credits.
mrs. Johnston
The physical education activities as listed in the new curriculum are
studied. Practice is given in planning how to teach and in teaching the
various types of activities. Outside reading and preparation are required.
VIII. Department of History and Social Science
Courses Offered First Term
S. S. 231.

American History : Colonial Period.—First term;
daily; 3 credits.
mr. frederikson
This course deals with the exploration, settlement, and development
of the colonies and gives particular attention to the American Revolution
and the making of the constitution.
S. S. 232.

American History: Middle Period.—First term;
daily; 3 credits.
me. dingledine
This course deals with the national development and territorial expansion of the United States through the reconstruction era.
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S. S. 233.

American History: Recent Period.—First term;
daily; 3 credits.
mr. McIlwkaith
This course deals with the political, social, and economic history of
the United States since the reconstruction era. Special attention is given
to current American problems.

S. S. 300.

Social Science in the State Curriculum.—First
term; daily; 3 credits.
mr. frederikson
The purpose of this course is to present the social, economic, and political information most essential for teaching the new curriculum. Attention
is also given to books and other social science materials for use in teaching
children of different levels. Students in this course will observe the teaching of the new curriculum in the campus school.

S. S. 341.

Europe from 1500 to 1789.—First term; daily; 3
credits.
mr. mcilwraith
This course covers from the Reformation to the French Revolution.
Special attention is given to the political, economic, social, and colonial
changes of the period.
S. S. 350.

Europe from 1918 to 1937- -First term; daily; 3
credits.
MR. DINGLEDINE
This course covers the decade following the World War, with particular attention given to the social, economic, and political changes of that
period.
S. S. 360.

Current Public Affairs.- -First term; daily; 3
MR. McILWRAITH
credits.
This course, based upon a survey of present day problems, aims to
develop a proper evaluation of current magazine and newspaper reading.
Students in this course will observe the demonstration of the new curriculum in the Training School.

S. S. 431.

National Government in the United States.—
First term; daily; 3 credits.
mr. dingledine
This is a brief but comprehensive course in the study of our Federal
Government. Attention is given to the constitutional background and
present day functions of government.

S. S. 462.

Economic Problems.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. FREDERIKSON
This course aims to acquaint the student with such problems as those
connected with prices, banking, taxation, and protective tariffs.
Courses Offered Second Term

S. S. 233.

American History : Recent Period.—Second term;
daily; 3 credits.
mr. frederikson
This course deals with the political, social, and economic history of
the United States since the reconstruction era. Special attention is given
to current American problems.
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S. S. 342.

Europe from 1789 to 1870.—Second term; daily; 2
credits.
mr. McILWRAith
A study of Europe from the French Revolution through the FrancoPrussian War. Stress is laid on the democratic and nationalistic movements.
S. S. 343.

Europe from 1870 to 1918.—Second term; daily; 3
credits.
mr. McIlwraith
This course covers European history from the Franco-Prussian War
to the peace of Versailles. Emphasis will be placed on the nationalistic
and imperialistic rivalries of the leading world powers.
S. S. 360.

Current Public Affairs.—Second term; daily; 3
credits.
mr. McIlwraith
This course, based upon a survey of present day problems, ainw to
develop a proper evaluation of current magazine and newspaper reading.
Students in this course will observe the demonstration of the new curriculum in the Training School.

S. S. 370.

American Political Parties.—i'ecowrf term; 5 periods a week; 3 credits.
mr. dingledine
This course covers the history and functions of political parties in the
United States. A study is made of recent changes and trends in our political life.
S. S. 380.

Virginia History and Government.—Second
term; daily; 2 credits.
mr. dingledine
This is a comprehensive review course for teachers and advanced
students, with emphasis on books and materials.

S. S. 450.

International Relations.—Second term; daily; 3
credits.
mr. dingledine
A study of the political and economic factors in the progress of international organization before and after the World War.
S. S. 461.

Social Problems.—-Secowo! term; daily; 3 credits.
/
MR. FREDERIKSON
This course aims to acquaint the student with outstanding social problems such as those connected with race, population quality, dependency, and
crime. Students in this course will observe the demonstration of the new
curriculum in the Training School.
S. S. 463.

Economic Problems.—Second term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. FREDERIKSON
This course is designed to give some understanding of the fundamental
facts and principles underlying the modern economic order. Emphasis is
placed upon practical applications of this social science.
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IX. Department of Home Economics
Courses Offered First Term

H. E. 141.

Nutrition.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MISS ROBERTSON
This is a general course in elementary nutrition. It deals with the
essentials of an adequate diet and the nutritive value of foods.
The course is required of all home economics students and is elective for students in other departments. Laboratory fee: $1.00.
H. E. 242.

Foods and Cookery.—First term; 3 double and 2
single periods a week; 3 credits.
miss wilson
This is a course in food preparation and table service. The study
includes meal planning and cookery, food costs, and marketing problems.
Laboratory fee: $3.00.

H. E. 253.

House Planning and Equipment.—First term;
daily; 3 credits.
miss wilson
This course consists of two units. The first deals with a study of
architectural types and the building of present day houses. It includes
choice of site, materials and construction, sanitation, ventilation, heating
and lighting. Floor plans suited to houses of various types and incomes,
and house arrangements which save time and labor are studied in detail.
The second unit deals with the selection, cost, operation, care and repair of household equipment.
H. E. 301.

Home Economics for Teachers of the Elementary School.—First term; 2 double and 3 single
periods a week; 3 credits.
miss robertson
This course is organized around the home economics activities of the
new curriculum of the elementary school. It deals with fundamental principles of nutrition, food preparation, and serving. Some observation in
the elementary grades will be provided so those who take this course can
see the use made of home economics subject matter and activities in the
integrated program. Laboratory fee: $2.00.

H. E. 303.

Home Economics for Teachers of the Elementary School,—First term; daily; 3 credits.
miss WILSON
This course deals with the principles of planning and furnishing the
home, the care of the house, and problems in arrangement and budgeting.
It is the third quarter of a year's course in home economics and is
planned around the activities of the home to meet the problems of the
new curriculum in the elementary grades.

H. E. 353.

Home Management.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MRS. BLACKWELL
In these conferences there will be discussed the scientific and economic
principles applied to the problems of the home; household efficiency, household service, division of income, apportionment of time, standard's of living. Open to juniors and seniors in all curricula.
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H. E. 440.

Home Management Residence.—First term; 3
credits.
mrs. blackwell
Each member of the group will live in the home management house
and will serve there in all capacities. The student thus gains experience
which may easily be applied in her own home or in the instruction of
others in home duties. The supervisor lives with the students and directs
their work. Laboratory fee: |3.00.
Courses Offered Second Term

H. E. 302.

Home Economics for Teachers of the Elementary School.—Second term; 3 double laboratory
and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.
MRS. BLACKWELL
This course is designed to give the students in the elementary grades
the knowledge and experience necessary to handle satisfactorily textile and
clothing problems as they arise in the new integrated curriculum. Some
practical work is done in clothing construction, but greater emphasis is
placed on intelligent selection, purchase, and care of clothing and household textiles. Observation in the elementary grades will be provided for
those who take this course. Laboratory fee; $1.00.

H. E. 311.

Social and Family Relationships.—Second
term; daily; 3 credits.
mrs. blackwell
This is a course dealing with the relationships within the family group
and the relationships between home and society at large. It includes a
brief survey of the development of the family as a social unit, and the
psychological, social, and economic problems arising in the modern family.
Open to juniors and seniors in all curricula.

H. E. 440.

Home Management Residence.—Second term; 3
credits.
mrs. blackwell
Each member of the group will live in the home management house
and will serve there in all capacities. The student thus gains experience
which may easily be applied in her own home or in the instruction of
others in home duties. The supervisor lives with the students and directs
their work. Laboratory fee: |3.00.
X. Department of Mathematics
Courses Offered First Term

Math. 131.

College Algebra.—First term; daily; 3 credits.
MR. converse
This course is devoted to the usual topics in college algebra given in
the first quarter's work.

Math. 250.

Arithmetic in the Elementary Grades.—First
term; daily; 3 credits.
mr. converse
This is a course primarily in the methods of teaching the four fundamental operations of arithmetic and the application of those usually taught
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in the elementary grades, with a specific reference to the teaching of these
subjects as a part of the new curriculum. This course is valuable for
teachers of both primary and grammar grades.
Math. 431.

Statistical Methods.—First term; daily; 3
credits.
mr. converse
This course is an introduction to the methods of gathering and interpreting _ statistical data with practical problems illustrating the methods
of tabulating such data and making graphs from them. This course may
be credited toward a major or minor in mathematics.
Courses Offered Second Term

Math. 132.

College Algebra.—Second term; daily; 3 credits.
' MR. CONVERSE
This course is devoted to the usual topics given in the second quarter's
work in college algebra.

Math. 250.

Arithmetic in the Elementary Grades.—Second term; daily; 3 credits.
mr. converse
This is a course primarily in the methods of teaching the four fundamental operations of arithmetic and the applications of those usually
taught in the elementary grades with a specific reference to the teaching
of these subejets as a part of the new curriculum. This course is valuable for teachers of both primary and grammar grades.

Math. 351.

Mathematics of Modern Business.—Second
term; daily; 3 credits.
mr. converse
This course covers the applications of mathematics to modern business,
together with the methods of teaching.
The following topics will be included: a brief survey of the fundamental operations with methods of checking; approximate computation;
the use of computing tables and modern calculating machinery; percentage
and its application; trade and commercial discounts; the work of the
modern bank, including the clearing house; the savings bank and school
savings; the practice of thrift; the methods of investing money, including
stocks and bonds; the stock exchange; the reading of the financial pages
in the newspaper; modern life insurance and annuities; taxes and revenues ; business relations with foreign countries, including foreign exchange
and the metric system; business cycles.
XI. Department of Music
Applied Music

Opportunity is offered for individual instruction in applied
music; namely, piano, voice, and organ. Credit is granted for
work in applied music leading to a music major.
Harmony
Group instruction in harmony will be arranged if desired.
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Interesting Opportunities for Music Students
Students who carry three music classes can, by special arrangement, take advantage of the Massanetta School of Music
under the direction of Dr. John Finley Williamson, noted authority on choral music.
College Chorus
A summer school chorus is organized for the study of choral
music. This chorus is given the privilege of participating in
the Annual Music Festival at Massanetta.
The Conservatory
The Conservatory of Music has attractive studios and practice
rooms and is equipped with Steinway and Knabe pianos. Two
organs, a large four-manual concert organ, and a modern twomanual practice organ are available for students.
Courses Offered First Term
Mus. 361.

History and Appreciation.—First term; daily; 3
credits.
miss siiaeffer
This course deals with the growth of music in America including folk
songs, national music, music in the public schools, music of contemporary
writers, etc. "Our American Music" by John Tasker Howard will be
used as an outline. Recorded music and music programs will give interesting experience in listening.

Mus. 365.

Practical Problems in Music.—First term; daily;
3 credits.
miss siiaeffer
This course will aid teachers who need an acquaintance with new materials, wider experience in training choruses, rhythm bands, and the development of the music program outlined by the State Supervisor of
Music.
Mus. 371. Singing and Dictation.—First term; daily; 3
credits.
miss siiaeffer
This course includes chorus singing and both oral and written dictation. Materials suitable for all grades and high school will be used.
Courses Offered Second Term
Mus. 350.

Music for Elementary Grades.—Second term;
daily; 3 credits.
miss shaeffer
This course will include theory, reading and interpreting songs, study
of the child voice, organization of rhythm bands and school choruses.
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Special emphasis will be placed on the program outlined by the State
Supervisor of Music and a thorough study will be made of all the songs
included in the program. This course will be particularly helpful to those
who have had limited training in music.
Mus. 351.

Creative Music.—Second term; daily; 3 credits.
MISS SHAEFFER
This course will include dictation, some experience in writing simple
melodies, and experience in making instruments for practical use in the
schoolroom.
Mus. 365.

Practical Problems in Music.—Second term;
daily; 3 credits.
miss shaeffer
This course will aid teachers who need an acquaintance with new
materials, wider experience in training choruses, rhythm bands, and the
development of the music program outlined by the State Supervisor of
Music.
XII. Department of Physical Science
Courses Offered First Term
P. S. 331.

General College Physics.—First term; 2 double
and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. PITTMAN
Mechanics and Heat. A study of the properties of matter, behaviour of liquids and gases, motion of bodies and the laws of force
action. Thermometry, calorimetry, change of state, expansion, transference of heat and thermodynamics. Lecture demonstrations and
laboratory work. Laboratory fee: $1.00.
P. S. 332.

General College Physics.—First term; 2 double
and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. PITTMAN
Light and Sound. Nature and velocity of light, photometry, reflection, refraction, diffraction, dispersion, interference, polarization,
spectroscopy, x-rays and radioactivity. Nature and velocity of sound,
sound propagation, interference, resonance, musical scales and sound
quality. Laboratory work and lecture demonstrations. Laboratory
fee: $1.00.
P. S. 391.

Fundamentals of Science.—First term; 2 double
and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. PITTMAN
This course has been completely reorganized and is especially designed for teachers of the new elementary course of study. (Biology
topics are given in the Biology Department.) Demonstrations of the
experiments that are likely to arise in the average classroom will play
an important role in this course. The following topics will be covered;
matter and energy, sound and musical instruments, magnetism, electricity, telephone, telegraph, television, radio, light, color, and photography. Laboratory fee: $1.00.
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Courses Offered Second Term
P. S. 333.

General College Physics.—Second term; 3 double
and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. PITTMAN
Magnetism and Electricity. Magnetism, static electricity, current
electricity, electromagnetic induction, generators, motors, discharge
through gases, electrical instruments, radio, and vacuum tubes. Introduction to modern physics. Laboratory work and demonstrations.
Laboratory fee: |1.00.
P. S. 392.

Fundamentals of Science.—Second term; 3
double and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. PITTMAN
A continuation of P. S. 391. The following topics will be covered:
descriptive astronomy, elementary mechanics, simple machines, transportation, and heat. Laboratory fee: $1.00.
P. S. 393.

Fundamentals of Science.—Second term; 3
double and 3 single periods a week; 3 credits.
MR. pittman
A continuation of 391 and 392. The following topics will be covered: introduction to chemistry, chemistry of the home, chemistry of
the plant, the human body, respiration, circulation, assimilation, excretion, nervous system, the green plant, birds, and insects. Laboratory fee: $1.00.
NOTE; P. S. 331-2-3 and P. S. 391-2-3 are equivalent to the courses
given during the regular session of the college.
XIII.

Department of Commerce

Students may secure sufficient training in shorthand and
typewriting for practical use in office work by registering for
both subjects during the entire summer session.
Students wishing to register for typewriting only in addition
to other college work may register for it one period daily.
Courses Offered First Term
Com. 124.

Typewriting.—First term; two periods daily.
miss lyon
The course covers the memorization of the keyboard, knowledge
of the manipulation and parts of the machine, the formation of correct habits of typewriting and practice on exercises containing words,
sentences, and paragraphs with enough drill to enable students to
make practical use of the typewriter. Credit contingent upon completing
Com. 125.

■■
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Com. 134.

Shorthand.—First term; two periods daily.
MISS LYON
A beginning course in Gregg Shorthand covering the first half
of the manual with supplementary reading and dictation drills. Credit
contingent upon completing Cora. 135.
Com. 1. Handwriting.—First term; daily.
miss lyon
Instruction in this course will be given with two purposes in mind:
first, to qualify students for the Locker certificate in handwriting and,
secondly, to prepare teachers, as far as possible, for the responsibilities
of teaching handwriting in the elementary grades. No college credit.
Courses Offered Second Term
Com. 125.

Typewriting.—Second term; two periods daily.
miss lyon
A continuation of drill work and habit formation with special
emphasis on letter-writing and speed. Students completing Com. 124 and
Com. 125 are entitled to 6 quarter hours credit toward a diploma in
secretarial work.
Com. 135.

Shorthand.—Second term; two periods daily.
miss lyon
Completion of the manual in Gregg Shorthand. Ability to transcribe material dictated at sixty words per minute and to sight read
rapidly is required for completion of the course. Students completing
Com. 134 and Com. 135 are entitled to 9 quarter hours credit toward a
diploma in secretarial work.
Com. 1. Handwriting.—Second term; daily.
miss lyon
Instruction in this course will be given with two purposes in mind:
first, to qualify students for the Locker certificate in handwriting and,
secondly, to prepare teachers, as far as possible, for the responsibilities
of teaching handwriting in the elementary grades. No college credit.
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SCHEDULE OF CLASSES, SUMMER 1938t
First Term
PERIOD 1—7:35-8:25
Class
*Biol. 321. .
*Chem. 131
Ed.210..
Ed. 364. . .
Ed. 460. .,
Eng. 131. .
Eng. 232. .
H. E. 353.
Mus. 371.
P. Ed. 152
*P. S. 391. .
♦Psy. 231..
S. S. 462. .
Com. 1... ,
Ed. 395...

Instructor

Days

Room

Human Physiology
MW
Chappelear.
W27
General Chemistry
Pickett
TTh
M27
Rural Education
Ayres
Daily
W24
Modern Trends in Education. , Stanley. . . .
Daily
W38
Philosophy of Education
Gifford
Daily
W22
English Fundamentals
Cleveland. .
Daily
W31
English Prose
Huffman. . .
Daily
W33
Home Management
Blackwell...
Daily
M12
Singing and Dictation
Shaeffer... .
Daily
MR
Elementary Dancing
Savage
TWThF... RG
Fundamentals of Science
Plttman... .
MW
JH
General Psychology
Shorts
Daily
W21
Economic Problems
Frederikson. Daily
R12
Handwriting
Lyon
Dailv
M17
Note of Classes at Odd Hours, 7:50-9:50
Laboratory Work in the Elementary Curriculum
Supervisors... 2 hrs.,
A1—Grades 1-2 Miss Watkins.
Daily. .. . TS
A2—Grades 3-4 Miss Thompson.
B —Grades 5-6 Miss Ratliff.

PERIOD 11—8:30-9:20
*Art 360
Primary Art
Aiken
Daily.
W39
*Art 370
Grammar Grade Art
Palmer
Daily.
W40
Biol. 253.... Economic Zoology
Phillips
Daily.
W25
*Biol. 321. ... Human Physiology
Chappelear. . . Daily.
W27
*Chem. 131... General Chemistry
Pickett
Daily.
M27
*Ed. 322
Elementary Education
Anthony
Daily.
R4
♦Ed. 323
Elementary Education
Seeger
Daily.
W22
Eng. 393... . English Seminar
Logan
Daily.
W31
Geog. 332.. . Climates and Man
Llanson
Daily.
Rll
II. E. 141.. . Nutrition
Robertson.. . . Daily.
M22
H. E. 303.. . Home Economics for Teachers of
the Elementary School
Wilson
Daily.
M9
Libr, Sc. 351. Book Selection for School Libraries
O'Neal.. .
Daily. . . .
Libr.
Mus. 361.... History and Appreciation
Shaeffer..
Daily. .. .
MR
P. Ed. 230... Principles of Physical Education Johnston.
Daily. . ..
RG
P. Ed. 304... Safety Education and First Aid. Savage...
TWThF..
R8
♦Psy. 231
General Psychology
Shorts. . ,
TTh
W21
♦Psy. 380
Psychology of the High School
Pupil
Shorts. .
W21
MW..
♦P. S. 391.
Fundamentals of Science
Pittman.
Daily.
JH
S. S. 231.
American History, Colonial Period
Frederikson... Daily.
R12
S. S. 341 . . . Europe from 1500 to 1789
Mcllwraith. .. Daily.
R16
S. S. 431. . . . National Government in United
States
Dingledine.... Daily.
W24
♦Com. 134.
Shorthand
Lyon
Daily.
M17
fNoTB.—Room assignments are as follows: R stands for Reed Hall; W, for Wilson Hall; M, for Maury Hall;
RG, for gymnasium in Reed Hall; AG, for gymnasium in Ashby Hall; JH, for basement in Johnston Hall; MR (with
no number following), for the Music Room in Harrison Hall; TS, for the Training School on Main Street.
•Double period courses.
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PERIOD 111—9:25-10:15
Class

*Art 360
♦Art 370
Biol. 350. . ..
♦Biol. 431. .. .
♦Chem. 132...
Ed. 310
♦Ed. 322
♦Ed. 323
♦Ed. 332
Eng. 323. , ..
Eng. 330. . . .
Eng. 390. . . .
Eng. 485....
H. Ed. 370. .
H. E. 253...
♦H. E. 301....
Math. 131...
P. Ed. 263-A.
♦Psy. 253
»Psv, 380
♦Com. 124.

Instructor
Primary Art
Grammar Grade Art
Ornithology
General Biology
General Chemistry
Organization and Administration of Elementary Schools. . .
Elementary Education
Elementary Education
High School Curriculum
Shakespeare's Tragedies
Public Speaking
Composition and Rhetoric
The Short Novel
Teaching Health Education
House Planning and Equipment.
Home Economics for Teachers
of the Elementary Schools
College Algebra
Advanced Swimming
Child Psychology
Psychology of the High School
Pupil
Typewriting

Days

Aikcn
Palmer....
Chappelear
Phillips. . .
Picket!

MWF
MWF
Daily
Daily
Daily

W.39
W40
W27
W2S
M27

Ayres
Anthony. .
Seeger. .. .
Hounchell.
Cleveland. .
Tresidder..
Huffman..
Logan
Weems... .
Wilson. .. .

Daily
MW
MW
TTh
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

W24
R4
W22
R4
W38
W37
W33
W31
R9
M9

Robertson.,
Converse..,
Savage
Seeger

MW
Daily
TWThF....
TTh

M22
R12
Pool
W22

Shorts
Lyon

Daily
Daily

W21
M17

Palmer
Daily
Aiken
Daily
Chappelear. .. Daily
Phillips
MW
Pickett
TTh

W40
W39
W27
W25
M27

Pickett
Hounchell. . . .
Tresidder
Weems

MW
Daily
Daily
Daily

M27
R4
W37
R9

Robertson... . Dailv

M22

Converse
Shaeffer
Savage
Pittman
Seeger

R12
MR
Pool
HI
W22

PERIOD IV—10:20-11:10
Art 222
♦Art 330
♦Biol. 322....
♦Biol. 431....
♦Chem. 132...
♦Chem. 351...
♦Ed. 332
Eng. 230....
H. Ed. 360. .
♦H. E. 301....
Math. 250...
Mus. 365....
P. Ed. 261-A.
*P. S. 331....
♦Psy. 253
S. S. 300.. . .

Art Education
Blackboard Drawing
Human Physiology
General Biology
General Chemistry
Chemistry of the Carbon Compounds
High School Curriculum
Oral Interpretation
Sex Education
Home Economics for Teachers in
the Elementary Schools
Arithmetic for the Elementary
Grades
Practical Problems in Music. ..
Elementary Swimming
General College Physics
Child Psychology
Social Science in the State Curriculum

Daily
Dailv
TWThF....
Daily
Daily

Frederikson... Daily

R16
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PERIOD V—11:15-12:05
Class
Blackboard Drawing
Crafts
Human Physiology
General Biology
Chemistry of the Carbon Compounds
Contemporary Comparative EdEd. 334
ucation
Evaluation of Instruction
Ed. 355
New Developments in the
*Ed. 490
Teaching of Reading
Eng. 260. . .. American Literature
Eng. 411. .. . American Short Story
Geog. 345. . . Geography of Virginia
*H. E. 242.... Foods and Cookery
Math. 431... Statistical Methods
P. Ed. 262-A. Intermediate Swimming
P. Ed. 334... Physical Education Programs
for Special Occasions
♦P. S. 331.... General College Physics
*P. S. 332.... General College Physics
Applied Psychology
Psy. 354
S. S. 233. . .. American History, Recent Period.
S. S. 350.... Europe from 1918 to 1937
Com. 134... . Shorthand

*Art 330
*Art 392
322, .. .
*Biol. 432....
*Chem. 351...

Instructor

Days

Room

Aiken
Palmer
Chappelear.
Phillips. . . .

MWF...
Daily. ..
MW....
Daily...

W39
W40
W27
W2S

Pickett

Daily. ..

M27

Stanley. . . .
Ayres

Daily. . .
Daily. . .

W38
W22

Anthony. . .
Logan
Huffman. .
Hanson. . .
Wilson....
Converse. .
Savage.. ..

Daily. . .
Daily. ..
Daily. . .
Daily. . .
Daily. . ,
Daily. . ,
TWThF

R4
W31
W33
Rll
M9
R12
Pool

Johnston. ,
Pittman...
Plttman...
Shorts....
Mclhvraith
Dingledine.
Lyon

Daily. ..
MW....
TTh.. . .
Daily. . ,
Daily.. .
Daily. . .
Daily. .,

R8
JH
JH
W21
R16
W24
M17

Aiken
Palmer
Phillips
Robertson. ...

Daily. ..
MWF...
MW....
Dally. ..

W39
W40
W25
M22

Anthony
Tresidder
Hanson
Wcems
Wilson
Savage

TTh....
Daily. . ,
Daily. ..
Daily. . ,
MWF..
TWThF

R4
W37
Rll
R9
M9
Pool

Johnston
Pittman
Seeger

Daily. .
Daily. .
Daily. .

R8
JH
W22

Daily. .
Dingledine
Mclhvraith, . . Daily. .
Daily..
Lyon

W24
R16
M17

PERIOD VI—•12:10-1:00
Art 230. . .
•Art 342. . .
*Biol. 432. .
Ed. 343. ..
♦Ed. 490...
Eng. 314. .
Geog. 385.
H. Ed. 140
♦H. E. 242..
P. Ed. 1...
P. Ed. 254.
•P. S. 332. .
Psy. 353...
S. S. 232. .
S. S. 360..
Com. 124..

Art Appreciation
Crafts
General Biology
Home Economics Education. ..
New Developments in the
Teaching of Reading
Play Production
Geology
School Hygiene
Foods and Cookery
Recreational Swimming
Physical Education in the Curriculum
General College Physics
Psychology of Personality
American History, Middle Period
Current Public Affairs
Typewriting

PERIOD VII—2:00-3:00
Assembly.

W.

W
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SUMMER 1938—SECOND TERMf
PERIOD 1—7:35-8:25
Class

Biol. 350.
Ed. 355..
Ed. 450..
Eng. 133.
Eng. 240.
Geog. 386
P. Ed. 1..
*P. S. 333.
S. S. 461.
Com, 1...

Ed. 395

Ornithology
Evaluation of Instruction
School Law
Freshman English III....
Introduction to Poetry.. .
Mineral Utilization
Recreational Swimming. .
General College Physics..
Social Problems
Handwriting

Instructor

Days

Room

Chappelear. ..
Hounchell. ...
Gibbons
Cleveland. . . .
Huffman
Hanson
Savage
Pittman
Frederikson...
Lyon

Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
MTWThF..
MWF
Daily
Daily

W27
R4
W22
W31
W33
Rll
Pool
TH
R12
M17

Note of Classes at Odd Hours, 7:50-9:50
Laboratory Work in the Elementary Curriculum
Supervisors... 2 hrs.
Sec. A—Primary Grades, Miss Walker.
daily
Sec. B—Grammar Grades, Mrs. Ryan.

TS

PERIOD 11—8:30-9:20
Art 230
♦Chem. 431...
Ed. 460
H. E. 311....
Libr. Sc. 450.
Mus. 350....
P. Ed. 261-A.
♦P. S. 333....
♦Psy. 232
Psy. 351
Com. 135....
S. S. 463....
S. S. 370. . . .

Art Appreciation
Qualitative Analysis
Philosophy of Education
Social and Family Relationships
Use of Library
Music for the Elementary Grades
Elementary Swimming
General College Physics
Educational Psychology
Trends in Modern Psychology...
Shorthand
Economic Problems
American Political Parties

Aiken
Pickett
Gifford
Blackwell
Hoover
Shaeffer
Savage
Pittman
Hounchell. . ..
Shorts
Lyon
Frederikson...
Dingledine

Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
MTWThF,
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

W39
M27
W22
M12
Libr.
MR
Pool
JH
R4
W21
M17
R12
W24

Daily
Daily
MTWThF,
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
MWF
Daily
Daily

W39
W25
M27
W33
W31
Rll
R8
R12
MR
JH
R4
R16
M17

PERIOD 111—9:25-10:15
*Art 380
♦Biol. 433
♦Chem. 431....
Eng. 231
Eng. 430
Geog. 343 . . . .
H. Ed. 370. . .
Math. 132.,..
Mus. 351
♦P. S. 392
♦Psy. 232
S. S. 342
♦Com. 125

Art in the Home
General Biology
Qualitative Analysis
Narrative Prose and Poetry
Advanced Composition
Geography of South America... .
Teaching Health Education
College Algebra
Creative Music
Fundamentals of Science
Educational Psychology
Europe from 1789 to 1870
Typewriting

Aiken
Chappelear...
Pickett
Huffman
Logan
Hanson
Johnston
Converse
Shaeffer
Pittman
Hounchell. .. .
Mcllwraith.. .
Lyon

tNoxE.—Room assignments are as follows: R stands for Reed Hall; W, for Wilson Hall; M, for Maury Hall;
RG, for gymnasium in Reed Hall; AG, for gymnasium in Ashby Hall; JH, for basement in Johnston Hall; MR (with
no number following), for the Music Room in Harrison Hall; TS, for the Training School on Main Street.
•Double period courses.
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PERIOD IV—10:20-11:10
Class
♦Art 3 80
♦Biol. 433,
*Chem. 352...
♦Ed. 333
Eng. 250....
Geog. 433.. .
Math. 351...
P. Ed. 262-A,
*P. S. 392. ...
*P. S. 393....
Psy. 353
S. S. 233. ...
S. S. 380. . . .

Instructor
Art in the Home
General Biology
Chemistry of the Carbon Compounds
Classroom Management and
Teaching in the High School...
Children's Literature
Conservation of Natural Resources
Mathematics of Modern Business
Intermediate Swimming
Fundamentals of Science
Fundamentals of Science
Psychology of Personality
American History, Recent Period
Virginia History and Government

Days

Room

Aiken
Chappelear.

MWF
TTh

W39
W25

Pickett

Daily

M27

Hounchell. .
Logan

Daily
Daily

R4
W31

Hanson. . . .
Converse...
Savage
Pittman....
Pittman....
Shorts

Daily
Dailv
MTWThF..
MWF
TThS
Daily

Rll
R12
Pool
JH
|H
W21

Frederikson.

Daily

R12

Dingledine..

Daily

W24

Aiken
Chappelear
Pickett

Daily
Daily
TTh

W39
W24
M27

Pickett

MW

M27

Hounchell.

MWF

Anthony. .
Huffman. .

Daily
Daily

R9
W33

Blackwell..

Daily

M22

Converse. .
Shaeffer. ..
Johnston. .
Pittman...
Mcllwraith
Lyon

Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily
Daily

R12
MR
R8
JH
R16
Ml 7

PERIOD V—11:15-12:05
♦Art 390. . .
Biol. 363..
♦Chem. 133
*Chem. 352
♦Ed. 333.. .
♦Ed. 490. ..
Eng. 321. .
*H. E. 302.
Math. 250,
Mus. 365..
P. Ed. 230
*P. S. 393. .
S. S. 360. .
♦Com. 135..

Art for Elementary Teachers
Heredity
General Chemistry
Chemistry of the Carbon Compounds
Classroom Management and
Teaching in.the High School,, .
New Developments in the
Teaching of Reading
Introduction to Drama
Home Economics for Teachers
in the Elementary School
Arithmetic in the Elementary
Grades
Practical Problems in Music. .. .
Principles of Physical Education.
Fundamentals of Science
Current Public Affairs
Shorthand
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PERIOD VI—12:10-1:00
Class

•Art 390....
•Chem. 133.
•Ed. 490. . .
Eng. 484. .
♦H. E. 302..
P. Ed. 254.
S. S. 343. .
S. S. 450. .
•Com. 125..

Instructor
Art for Elementary Teachers
Aiken
General Chemistry
Pickett
New Developments in the
Teaching of Reading
Anthony. . .
Masterpieces of Humorous Literature
Logan
Plome Economics for Teachers
in the Elementary School
Blackwell...
Physical Education in the Curriculum
Johnston. . .
Europe from 1870 to 1918
Mcllwraith.
International Relations
Dingledine..
Typewriting
Lyon

Days

Room

MWF
Daily.

W39
M27

MWF

R9

Daily.

W31

MWF

M22

Daily.
Daily.
Daily.
Daily.

R8
R16
W24
M17

W.

W

PERIOD VII—2:00-3:00
Assembly.

APPLICATION
(Summer Quarter)
THE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE, HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
Date
Name
Post Office
Course desired
Year of course
Quarter of course
Graduate of what high school
Was the school accredited at time of graduation?
If not a graduate, what certificate do you hold?

, 193
Age
,

Desired roommate
Registering for First, Second, or Both Terms?.

DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS

1. Please read carefully this catalog.
2. If you have not applied for admission to the summer quarter
(unless you will live at home), please do so at once.
3. Do not give your railroad baggage-check to anyone at the railway
depot or at the bus terminal but bring it to the school office as soon as you
reach Harrisonburg. This is important, and zuill save you both money
and trouble.
4. All day students should report for registration on Monday
morning, June 13th, for the first term, and should report for registration for the second term on Friday, July 22nd.

